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AS WE PLUNGE HEADLONG INTO THE INKY DEPTHS OF A NEW DECADE, OUR
HEADS HELD UP HIGH AND OUR SPIRITS SINGING SLICES OF UNHOLY HYMNALS:

THE CHRISTMAS HANGOVER IS LONG FORGOTTEN,
THE DECADE IS FRESH (WE’RE IN THE ‘20S FOLKS),

HUMANITY IS STILL HERE AND IT APPEARS
THAT YOU ARE COMING ALONG FOR THE RIDE.
WELCOME TO SOUNDBOARD MAGAZINE ISSUE #9
GREETINGS AND SALUTATIONS, DEAR FRIENDS AND
NEIGHBOURS! FIRSTLY, LET ME TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO WISH A HAPPY, PEACEFUL AND PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR TO EVERY SINGLE ONE OF OUR READERS,
ADVERTISERS, DOUBTERS, CRITICS, DEFENDERS AND
CHEERLEADERS; without your continued motivating actions and support, we’d very probably just disappear in a
puff of smoke (“Poof! Et voila!” – SBM French Interjections
Dept.) leaving behind only confusing memories, a nagging
sense of loss and the faint aroma of burnt toast. So, you
know, keep it up.
We’d also like to say a great, big Soundboard hello to our
growing, rabid and relentlessly expansionist international following: without your positive energy, bags of loose
change and gifts of preserved fruits, some of us might never have had a Christmas at all. Gods bless you, Henrik, you
fine and noble man; we only hope that you and Claudia
find your way back to the hidden forest soon; little Klaus
must be missing you, and the kingdom won’t survive for
much longer without the Crystals of Power.
Yes, folks, after that brief foray into the usual absurdities
(this time fuelled by waking up from a feverish cheesedream and swallowing down with a whole pot of coffee in
one bitter, jittery swoop before 7am) let’s get this ship back
on course, because we really haven’t any time to waste. It’s
that time again, you see, when they’ve asked me if I want
to write the editorial, and I’ve lied and said: “Why yes, of
course; I’d love to.”, and then time passes, and they ask me
how it’s going, and I lie again and say: “Swimmingly! All on
time and all in line.”
And then even more time passes, and the voices grow
clamorous and become a multitude, and eventually even
my missus gets in on the act, and then one of the team
(amicably) quits (for pastures new) about two weeks before
the deadline, and I SHALL OF COURSE PREVAIL. What do
you think you’re reading now? A damned shopping list?
No, ‘seurs et ‘dames, this is quality (impressionistic) journalism. Accept no substitute, and disregard the latecomers
and the bandwagon-jumpers; after all, it’s easy to criticise
the blazers of a trail from the comfort of your own home,
but as soon as you get on that ol’ road you’re going to be
swallowing dust.

So here we are, twenty-odd years on from the last savage incursion of Welsh art and culture into the howling
morass of the mainstream, we’re still here (yma o hyd)
still banging the drum (er gwaetha pawb a phopeth) for a
truth that we still hold to be self-evident: that there really
is a whole lot of marvellous stuff going on round here,
mind. You should wade in with an open mind and both
feet facing forward.
This issue we’ve an extensive (and, probably, quite discursive) interview with sonic magician, studio-whisperer
and all-round production guru, Joe Gibb; a cheerful and
approachable man whose many and varied production
credits include gigs working with Catatonia, Funeral For
A Friend, Leftfield and some chancer called ‘David Bowie’,
conducted with gentle insistence by our very own Sarah
Birch. Happily, to compliment this journalistic and cultural coup (that probably cost us no less than three, whole
beers) another of our writers and righteous outliers, Damian Harris, came out of nowhere with an interview he’d
grabbed with another musician/producer/journalist of international renown, Larry Livermore, who is perhaps one
of the most qualified people in the world to talk to about
music scenes, having signed Green Day and been right
there in the eye of the hurricane when the Berkeley/Gilman Street punk scene went supernova in the early 90’s.
Yes, so we sorted all that business out, and then we added all the usual pieces of the SoundBoard smorgasboard to
the table, mixed in a few secret herbs and illicit spices, lit
the fuse and stood well back. And, yes, the next few minutes were a very crowded time, folks. When the echoes
had faded away, and we could see clearly again through
the clouds of billowing smoke, I stood up, shielded my
eyes and caught a fleeting glimpse of what appeared to be
the tail of a sonic boom, rippling across the rolling waters
of Swansea bay, heading straight for the Devon coast and
making a sound like a swarm of angry pterodactyls.
For that reason I’d like to dedicate this issue to the memory of our collective eyebrows, and to end this editorial
with a heartfelt apology to the people of Ilfracombe, both
for the sonic boom and also for that time on The Waverley
in 2006.
Swansea loves you. JM

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL SCENE, AND HELP US TO KEEP PRODUCING SOUNDBOARD MAGAZINE.

ADVERTISE YOUR music / gig / shop / venue HERE
advertising@soundboardmagazine.co.uk
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THE
JESUS
FAIRIES

RISING
STARS

IIIII

MIKE KENNEDY CAUGHT UP WITH STARMAN FROM THE
JESUS FAIRIES AHEAD OF THEIR FIRST RELEASE OF STUDIO
MATERIAL IN 15 YEARS. IN THIS RARE INTERVIEW THERE
ARE HINTS OF MORE MUSIC TO COME AND MAYBE A TOUR
FROM THE JESUS FAIRIES’ ONLY WELSH MEMBER.
MK So where have you been recently?
S Well, after the last German tour,
some of us decided to stay near Berlin, it’s an amazingly creative place,
and hang out with some arty types
and musicians, and experiment and
record. We do a few small gigs, but
don’t want to advertise them particularly. They are intimate, experimental
happening’s. Great fun.
MK Is Joy still in the band?
S Oh, yes. But she spends a lot of time
in California. She has a bloke and a
dog. But she’s always in contact, and
we have some cool ideas for the future.
MK Are you planning to play in the
UK, or even Wales soon?
S Yes, we have some things lined up.
We’ll let you know what’s what.
MK Where’s your music heading?
S We always loved the naivety and
expression of the 60s and 70s and always tried to emulate that. I think it’s
only recently that we’ve come close.
They were genius days, the 60s and
70s. I suppose after the Second World
War, the world needed a bit of a break.
MK So thinking back to your heyday...
S Heyday! Our best days are yet to come.
MK What were your favourite gigs?
S Well, working with Frank Zappa
was cool, and hanging around that
whole American psycho-underground thing was amazing. Playing
The Village in New York was awesome. We had some great times with
the New York dudes.
And then we did some stuff on the
West Coast. We just loved the San
Fran scene. Mind expanding.
The album that really set us apart
in those days was Infinite GoGo. We
did this with David Byrne during
our time in San Francisco. It was a
time I think when we blended so
well, musically and spiritually, that
we kinda sounded like the same
person. Like the same entity, you
know? That’s when some of us got

involved in the Mahatma Cort cult
thing. It went a bit weird for a while.
But we recovered.
MK Tell me about your new music.
S It’s really pushing things, but then
wouldn’t you expect that from us?
Pushing boundaries. That’s what we
like to do. People never know what to
expect. We might be doing Singing in
the Rain or something. We’re not, by
the way. But prepare to be shocked to
the bottom of your bottom.
We’ve tried to talk about the nature
of time and human presence in this
latest work. There’s no real ‘songs’ as
such, just a kind of flow of things featuring J Edna Mae & Toshani Doshi.
Some of us have been reading Henri
Bergson, he said that reality was better
expressed in melody than in words. I
think he was right.
MK Who’s your biggest influence?
S Apart from the spiritual leaders I’ve
had in the past, musically, the usual.
You know, The Beatles, David Bowie,
Joni Mitchell and the Canadian Bruce
Cockburn is a genius. All the greats.
If I can get in any way close to these,
then I will die a happy bunny. I insist
on poetry in the songs, and the greats
had poetry, and a lot more, in their
songs. It’s amazing to see rock music
mature into a ‘proper’ artform.
MK What’s your favourite colour?
S Pink.
MK Who, out of all of history, would
you like to sit down to a meal with?
S I would like to sit down with someone who would pay the bill.
MK Where do you see yourself in five
years’ time?
S This sounds like a job interview. Oh,
I don’t know, in a nursing home, but
rocking the place silly!
The Two Chairs / Dwy Gadair EP will
be released on SWND in March and
will be available on-line and from all
good record shops.

GG
FEARN
WHILST SEARCHING THE INTERNET AND TRYING TO KEEP MY
EAR TO THE GROUND (TRICKY
WHEN YOU’RE TALL) I CAME
ACROSS A YOUNG SINGER WHO:
1. Impressed me with catchy,
interesting (and very now) songs.
2. Anyone who’s under 16 and
into the Billy Eilish’s of this world
may like. Alt pop it’s called.
I was also very much taken
with the influences that she writes
about, not so distant from my very
own musically (Eagles, Fleetwood
Mac). See how good music stands
the test of time and inspires generations? Good innit?
With no time to get a hold of
her I pilfered a bit from her online
biography just to give you a bit of
info and a vibe:
“GG is a 19 year old singer-songwriter from Carmarthen. She first
began to write songs when she was
nine and has developed this talent to
create a welcome bag of catchy pop
songs with hints of folk, indie, and
alternative hip hop”.
With her EP Black Mirror available for streaming, she has played
around the UK, most memorably
at the famous Cavern in Liverpool.
GG also enjoys modern alt.
pop artists like Melanie Martinez
and Marina and the Diamonds.
Her shebang of dark pop delights
is original and fresh without the
shackles of expectation.
I think you’ll like it. FM
www.georgiafearnmusic.co.uk
and you can also find her on all those
social medias
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BEEN THERE, DONE THAT,
GOT THE T-SHIRT.
THE CAREER OF JOE GIBB
Part One, by Flipsy McCaw

Joe Gibb is a formidable music producer, originally from Newport, currently residing in our fair city of Swansea.
With an engineering and producing career from the eighties to the current day, Joe has worked with some of the
very biggest names in music, including many Welsh bands, some more local than you’d think. He has worked
in some of the most respected studios such as Rockfield, Konk, The Astoria (Dave Gilmore’s studio on a boat in
Hampton Court) and of course closer to home Mwnci and Monnow Valley.
There are not enough words or space in the next five editions of the magazine to truly depict the life and career
of this man. I bring forth a mere slice of some of the stories he offered up to me when I met with him recently.
JOE WAS BORN IN NEWPORT, ENDED
UP IN SCHOOL IN WATFORD, BEFORE
RETURNING TO SCHOOL IN CWMBRAN; GROWING UP IN THE 60’S
WITH HIS SISTER AND PARENTS WHO
LISTENED TO MUSIC A LOT.
“My dad used to come home from work
put on his slippers, smoke a pipe and listen
to classical musical and military marching bands on an old Pye Black Box (record
player). What that instilled in me from an
early age was a sense of rhythm and musicality.” Joe learnt the trumpet and in
about 1975 at the age of 15 he was asked
to join a band.
“So I bunked off to the Earlbury Hall
for a rehearsal and I ended up joining. We
called ourselves ‘The Bank Clerks.’ So it’s
about 1976, this is the beginnings of punk
and I joined this band, we were like a punk
band. We were into Eric Von Daniken, he
wrote about god being an astronaut, you
know ‘The Chariots of the gods’. We used
to do gigs around Newport and Cardiff
and about 1979 somebody said – and I remember it like it was yesterday – that we
should move to London. Within 24 hours
we were living in London. It was that easy.
I think we knew we’d exhausted all avenues
in Newport and Cardiff and I had a friend
who lived in Swiss Cottage. It was so much
easier then to just go up and just sign on.
We just rocked up you know like that song
UB40 by…what are they called? [We rack
our brains] It was the early 80’s. It was
fucking brilliant!”
“We ended up being quite well connected.
We met somebody who knew this guy called
Bill Gill who was a recording engineer and
he used get us free time in ‘Olympic’ Studios in Barnes. It’s no longer there. It was
like Abbey Road, it’s where they did all
The Rolling Stones records; they did loads
of stuff. We got free recording time, I don’t
know how really, it was mates of mates.
Then we ended up knowing this guy from
Wales who knew this other guy called Chris
Pete who worked at Chrysalis Records. All

of a sudden this guy Chris Pete was our
manager and we were recording in all sorts
different places.”
“We were no longer ‘The Bank Clerks’
then, we’d changed our name to ‘The Refreshers’ – what a stupid fucking name –
where we started trying to be more commercial. Live the dream and become famous,
London you know; The streets are paved
with gold!”
“We put an advert out for another singer
and Denise (Dennis) ended up joining. She
looked like ‘The Bangles.’”
[Lap top comes out to prove the statement. She does].
“She was really well connected, her boyfriend was the drummer in ‘Tenpole Tudor’,
remember them?”
[Flipsy is none the wiser. Joe starts to
sing ‘Swords of a thousand men’. This
occurs a lot throughout the interview].
“No? Anyway, her mate was a guy called
Joss Holloway and he became our manager
and we decided then to change our name to
‘Yes Lets!’ – a stupider fucking name – and
we ended up with a publishing deal with
Virgin, signed to Stiff Records and toured
with Level 42. It was Mint.”
“We decided to do an album and got sent
to the studio with a producer called Steve
Hillage, guitarist with seminal space fusion
band ‘Gong’ amongst others. We turned
up to the studio one day though and Steve
Hillage turned up and he said ‘we’d better
go for a cup of tea lads, we’ll have a chat’.
So we’re in the cafe next door to the studio.
‘I’m really sorry he said, we can’t record today because I haven’t been paid and I think
there’s trouble at the record label. The record label had gone bust, so our album was
shelved. We were left high and dry, they
pulled the plug on it. There was no home
recording, we weren’t doing it ourselves, you
relied on the studios. This was about 1985.
Anyway that was the last straw because
we’d had a couple of knock backs before
and been promised stuff that never happened. We also never made any money. We

did some great stuff but we never made any
money and the drummer was like ‘I really
think I should get a job’ and I think that
was the vibe. I was 25 at the time.”
***
“We were all pretty lost; well I felt pretty
lost. The band had split up but we’d moved
to London and I loved living in London but
I had no job, no focus but I knew, I knew I
loved studios and I knew I loved recording
so I thought I’d better get a job too.”
“I got the phone book out and I started at
‘A’. Of course back then there was no emails
or mobile phones so I wrote letters and
made phone calls; I went to the phone box,
pushed 2p into the slot and phoned everyone. I had The Studio Directory of London,
it listed all the studios and I went through
them all, it took me weeks. I eventually got
to ‘F’ and ended up getting an interview at
a place called ‘Falconer’ in Camden where
I got the job.”
“I soon realised that my dream of working in a studio was a bit shit because they
got me sitting around and cleaning toilets.
However, I’d also got to ‘K’ and I found this
place called ‘KONK’ where I was offered an
interview. The studio Manager didn’t want
to give me a job but the engineer there liked
me and I knew one of the producers working
downstairs who put in a good word for me. I
got the job. This is the heyday of the 80’s really, about 1986. What I didn’t know was
this was The Kinks’ Studio.
“So I start my first day and I’m told that
we’ll be working in the SSL room (Solid
State Logic) with its huge mixing desk that
weekend. I had to go and read the book on
how to use it, real fucking quick, for a band
called Jesus Jones.”
SSL was as big as the fucking room and
was what you used to mix on. It had a computer in it, it had automation so you could
move or fade and it would remember it. This
is way before Pro Tools and before computers
and plug-ins. When you were doing a mix
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everybody was there doing their bit in the
“Next day set them up, start recording. ble, we had to break them with a hammer,
mix and putting the faders up and down, but Perry Farrell, who is a really nice guy, is smash them up in front of her to prove that
this desk would remember it. It was really about to do vocals and he’s got this really we’d done it.”
high end. They’re still going today.”
shitty mic, mangled up cables, in a bag. It’s
***
“It was after a couple of days actually I emptied out on the table, all coiled up shit
found out it was the Kinks’ studio. So you attached to a pedal and this Yamaha efimagine now, They’re coming every couple fects thing. He’s like ‘see man this is what The Bee Gees wanted a mix of ‘You Should
of days because they’re still on tour in Eu- I use’. I set him up with the really pukka Be Dancing’ [Obvious Bee Gees impresrope and America. They are setting up in studio mics instead but it’s not happening, sion]. They sent the tape the day before ‘cos
the big recording room and I have to mic he can’t deal with it and can’t get the vibe this American producer guy called Bruce
them up and record their rehearsal. They’re on it. So he says: ‘I really wanna use my Forrest was coming in to do the mix. He was
doing ‘You really got me’, ‘Ape Man’ and mic man’, so I set it up for him and all of a a wanker really. I’ve got the tape, I’ve had
‘Lola’, ‘Thank You For The Days’, all the sudden, he starts to sing through this pedal. no sleep for like, three years and its covered
hits. It was great.”
This pedal, with a curly lead and the battery in dust. Tapes are always stored tail out so
“Also because it was such a good studio hanging out of it and it sounds amazing.”
when you put them on you have to rewind
and it was commercial, you’d have bands
them and the reason they’re stored tail out
like Depeche Mode coming in to record,
is to stop print through. It’s its all a lost art
***
Erasure, erm fucking David Cassidy! Rereally, and this is what I grew up learning
member him? All he wanted to do was bet “Michael Jackson was an interesting ses- and knowing about. I put this tape on the
on the horses. He’d spend all afternoon on sion. We mixed the Michael Jackson Wem- machine and start to rewind it and it starts
Channel 4 Racing, looking at the horses. I bley Concert, Bad tour, the audio for the to fly apart in the air, it’s what’s called shedrecorded fucking everybody. Lisa Stansfield, video. It was just another days work hon- ding, all bits of iron oxide and shit so I had
[sings ‘been around the world and I, I estly. The opening track was ‘You wanna to rewind it and send it off to be baked.
,I…] but at the time it was just like, oh, just be starting something’ [Joe singing again] You’ve got a Bee Gees tape with ‘You Should
another session.”
Be Dancing’ on
“I had no time
being baked in an
I think I’m really lucky because I was born in the 60’s.
off either. It was
oven.”
I remember the moon landing, we had a day off school. I
so busy in those
“Two days later
days in the studio, remember the newspapers coming out in colour, I was there they sent a copy
I worked fucking
of the tape back
for the 70’s, I was there for disco, I remember disco, I used and we started to
seven days a week,
I worked at eleven to love disco; I remember Michael Jackson’s albums coming do this mix and
in the morning ‘til
we did it but at
out and dancing at the clubs drinking cider. I was there for the end of every
four in the morning for weeks on punk, and I was there for the beginning of the 80’s and the session at night
when Bruce had
end, for months.”
When I went New Romantics. I was in London with Spandau’ and fucking gone home I had to
freelance, some of Depeche Mode, I was there for The Prodigy, the 90’s, 2000’s. write down every
box in the studio,
the other studios,
I’ve been there for all those different genres and saw real where the leads
fuck, I got really
were plugged in,
fucked up. Like
changes. I was there. I think I was really lucky.
where the knobs
when I was working with Leftfield [Platinum Disc] we used and that track starts with a Moog doing were. On a computer you’d just press save
to start at lunchtime. They’d wander in and the bass line. In between the sound check and go back to it in the morning but not so
you might start work at about four o’ clock and the gig the synthesiser had gone flat, back then. It took two hours to do it, write it
in the afternoon. By about midnight they because Moogs used to go out of tune. No all on a big sheet and that would be called
might have started to warm up. I used to computers, there’s no plug ins, there’s no the recall. But at the end of that session I
come out of there at about eight in the morn- auto tune, it hadn’t been invented, so they was too knackered and I thought fuck I cant
ing, in the summer to London rush hour. It hired this thing called an AMS Audio File. do it, I just want to go home, he’s never gowas like, fuck! What the fuck! I was a walk- It’s this gigantic thing that cost hundreds ing to come back, it’s sounding great, he
ing zombie. I was stressed, I was anxious. It of pounds to hire. They wheeled it in, and wont recall it.”
recorded the Moog part into this machine. It
“Another two days later: ‘Bruce is coming
ruined my relationship.”
looked like a Dr Who set accessory and we on Friday he wants the recall of the sessions.
I have only been sitting with Joe for an spent all day fucking about with it, trying He wants to make an adjustment’, I’m like
hour and he’s already name dropped a to pitch it up and stretch it. Because you oh my fucking God! So Friday comes, I’m
million people that you’d like to meet could pitch stuff up but it would be out of there in the morning, spliff, coffee. I can
or work with. It’s impossible to prioritise time and then fly it back in, it took all day. just about remember how things were but it
here which are more worthy of being told. Now you press a few buttons and it’s done.” sounds like a mess and I’m bluffing it, I’m
That evening I’m in the studio. Every- blagging it. Then my heart starts going. It’s
“Anyway, one day, Sarah Lockwood, Konk one’s gone home and I’m there with the not going well and he starts freaking ‘cos
studio manager, said there’s this band com- Michael Jackson tapes from fucking Wem- it doesn’t sound the same, it sounds like a
ing in from America, they’re going to arrive bley so I’m like, I’m going to get some sam- bag of monkeys peanuts and I start having
at lunchtime. Can you let them in, set them ples. [Another impression ensues]. All a panic attack and I don’t come down from
up and then we’re going to start recording his fucking vocal shit. The other engineer this panic attack for about six months.”
I got really ill and the only person
Monday or whatever. I’d never heard of comes in we start nicking bits off the multi
them. I’m sat there at about one o’clock on a track. Two days later studio manageress who saw my side of the story and took
Sunday waiting for ‘Janes Addiction’ to turn Sarah Lockwood gets wind that we’ve got pity on me was Ray Davies, of The Kinks.
up and they don’t fucking show. Five o’clock digital audio tape of Michael Jackson’s vo***
no show, Seven o’clock no show. I wait til cals and she fucking went mental. ‘Do you
one in the morning for these fuckers. Even- know what will happen if they find out
tually they arrive at one in the morning from we’ve been nicking his vocals, they’ll put us “I worked at Konk til about 1989, 1990. I
Heathrow. ‘Hey man, may name is Perry, out of business!’, so we had to break up the used to work a lot with a guy called Mark
how you doing? [Joe does an impression]. tapes in front of her face on the office ta- Saunders, he used to come in and doing a

“

”
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lot of Depeche Mode, Erasure and the Cure.
He used to like me so he would ask to work
with me when he came into the studio and
in the end he persuaded me to go freelance
with him and leave the studio. The first
album that we did together was with Ian
McCulloch from Echo and the Bunnymen.”
“I had been on really good money but
going freelance in those days money was
better. In those days I was on about £300 a
day. It was a fucking lot of money. I didn’t
have time to spend it. I saved up enough to
buy a house. It’s different now of course.”
“So we did Ian McCulloch’s solo album
and then went to Herefordshire to work
worth The Mission. They were massive.”
We have a goth conversation for a bit, we
Google stuff, we go through the list of
people on his website that Joe has worked
with. There is much exclaiming and
WTF’s. I ask him about Bootsy Collins.

“Bootsa Bubba. He was nuts! He must have
been about 70. He turns up to the studio
with his wife, he’s got this bass, this starshaped bass, fucking hell! It had four jack
plugs into a pedal board four times the size
of this [large] table because each string had
its own jack lead that went into this pedal
board and what he wanted to do was just
play distorted fucking rubbish. He’d lost the
plot. Look at him.”
[Google again. Joe finds the bass guitar
he’s talking about. Bootsy is wearing a white
and gold jump suit. Because you would.]
“He played nonsense all afternoon. I was
sitting there just pressing record. I didn’t really realise at the time how brilliant it was
to be sat recording Bootsy Collins.”
“At this point I’d hooked up with a guy
called TommyD, who worked with Right
Said Fred, of all people. All of a sudden he
puts this beat on and Bootsy Collins drops
all the fucking shit and just starts to play
bass; and it is the funkiest bass I’ve ever
heard. He really played bass, I’ve got a recording of it somewhere. He was just grooving. It was the funkiest thing you’ve ever
heard [Joe does an impression].
“There’s a lot of things I should have gone

off and done on my own which I didn’t do,
mainly because I was booked to do something else with TommyD and be somebody
else’s…what’s the word… [I offer up the
word ‘assistant’]...er bitch.” Oh.
“In about 1993 I started working with
Leftfield a lot. I ended up doing the Leftfield
album and then in 1993 on the 20th June
we want do this track with John Lydon,
which was ‘Open Up’. [sings] I On that occasion couldn’t do it because my mrs had
just had a baby. They mixed that record on
the day my son was born. They got someone else to do that and they’ve been working
with him ever since.”
The album that Joe was involved with
however went platinum, recorded at a
studio in Kilburn. We digress and discuss our mutual haunts in north London around the same period.
***

Joe’s work with Welsh songsters Catatonia may me more well known to our
local readers.
“The outstanding thing about Catatonia
is it that Cerys Matthews can really sing
like demon. At the time I was engineering
for them, they were relatively unknown.
We went to Monnow Valley Studio to do
the album. We recorded International Velvet, which included the singles Road Rage,
Mulder and Scully, and I Am The Mob.”
“What I remember most about recording
that album was Cerys belting out her vocals
and all the needles and dials and everything
flying about and going into the red and me
desperately trying to control the levels. On
the track Strange Glue, she belted out this
vocal as a guide, it was actually used as a
final vocal it was so good. I never thought
I’d hear much of it ever again after leaving
the studio. Like a lot of great stuff you do,
you don’t hear it ever again, but the next
thing I know, is this album is number one.”
***
“Work had started to drop off after that,
I was mooching about but the truth is, I

could have done my own thing but because
I was doing a lot of stuff with TommyD, he
was only booking me when he was working.
I do feel like TommyD kind of used me, used
my talents if you like, because he wasn’t
an engineer. He was a good producer but he
wasn’t an engineer and so when he wasn’t
working, I wasn’t working. It got to the point
in 2000 where he wasn’t working anymore
really at all and I ended up working for a
company in town selling gear for studios.”
“They thought I’d be good because I knew
what I was talking about – which I did –
but I wasn’t very good at lying and telling
customers they should buy ‘this’ because we
sell it. Instead I’d be like go and buy ‘that’
because it’s better… but we don’t sell it.”
“What had started of course was the internet; online sales, and we were being undercut and the company went bust about a
year later. Whilst I was there I met a guy
who was selling gear to a fella in Swansea

who was setting up a studio and they said
talk to him, you’re one of them.”
Which leads us to the next chapter in
the tale: Joe Gibb in Swansea, and the
infamous, reputable and sorely missed
Mighty Atom Studios. That’s for Part Two.
Joe could talk for hours about all
this. Not just the people and artists he’s
worked with, the scrapes he’s got into or
the personal journey he’s been on, but
also the ins and outs of the process. The
lost art of analogue recording, the picking apart and putting back together, the
knowledge and understanding of using
gear that required time, effort and the
reading of manuals.
He’s incredibly proud of all he’s done, incredibly grateful and still incredibly good at
what he does. That’s why he still does it, and
why he still loves it but also why he can be
choosy about what he takes on to produce.
“OH SHIT, I DIDN’T TELL YOU ABOUT
MADONNA… or when Phil Collins hugged
me in Frankfurt...”
Find out more: www.joegibb.co.uk
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FROM THE PAST

CLASSIC WELSH ALBUM

I THINK ABOUT THE MUSIC OF BADFINGER IN BROADLY THE SAME WAY
I THINK ABOUT THE LIFE OF (CARDIFF
CITY FOOTBALLER) ROBIN FRIDAY
AND THE WRITINGS OF (SWANSEA
JOURNALIST/POET/MAN OF LETTERS) HARRI WEBB: THINGS THAT,
ALL BEING RIGHT IN THE WORLD,
I WOULD RATHER HAVE BEEN EXPOSED TO MUCH, MUCH EARLIER ON.
Interestingly, the reasons why I was
such a latecomer to these respective parties are quite similar, drawing variously
from the murky waters of parochialism
and the prevailing sentiments of the time
one grows up in; the fact is, when I was
coming of apparent age at the turn of the
century, Badfinger were a bunch of blokes
from the 70’s with dodgy haircuts. I didn’t
even know they were from Swansea, if I’m
honest, and I certainly didn’t know that
some bloke from my town had won a
grammy for writing the enormous worldwide hit ballad, Without You, that I’d heard
Mariah Carey howling on the radio every
28 minutes or so for most of the 90’s.
Now, I’ve made my peace with the
younger and stupider person I was, way
back when I held these views, and I’d
love it if you could find it in your heart
to forgive him, too. Dumb as a brick, he
was. And, as with everything, fashion
moves in slow circles; Badfinger, like a lot
of classic rock from the period (ditto the
haircuts; and, to a lesser degree, the pre-

least, it wasn’t held to compare favourably
to its predecessor, at least not by the music press, who considered it to be unduly
influenced by The Beatles, only without
The Beatles’ ethereal charm. It’s birth was
a difficult one too, with three different
producers being handed the reins of the
project in quick succession; some critics
also argued that the band had abandoned
their rock roots to cynically embrace a
more commercial sound.
These people, as usual, turned out to be
wrong, and the acclaim and appreciation
surrounding Straight Up has grown steadily over the years, with significant reissues
of the album coming in 1993 and 2010,
both leaning heavily on the original Geoff
Emerick mix and restoring the lush orchestrated parts, originally arranged by George
Martin, that were largely missing from the
1970 version. Then, in 2013, a whole new
21st century audience was introduced to
the band when the Pete Ham-penned single, Baby Blue, taken from Straight Up was
used to soundtrack the finale of the critically-acclaimed TV series, Breaking Bad.
Today, Straight Up stands as a masterpiece of the era: a shiny and glossy collection of perfectly polished and beautifully
performed guitar-pop songs that, despite
their apparent accessibility and easy-listening nature, really reward repeated listens. I’m a flat-out convert now, so if by
some mad chance you’ve never heard this
album, get on it immediately. JM

Badfinger
STRAIGHT UP
APPLE – 1970
viously unspeakable practice of wearing
double denim) have undergone a critical
reappraisal in recent years, and the modern consensus is that Straight Up is a piece
of sheer genius guitar-pop craftsmanship
that has aged by not one day, and which
further cements Badfinger’s reputation as
songwriters of the very highest order.
Straight Up was released in 1970 as a
follow-up to the commercially successful
and well-received No Dice, but, initially at

Hen Dderwen
Sketty Park Drive, Sketty, Swansea SA2 8JH
Tel: 01792 203631

Your favourite local pub that is proud to
bring you quality traditional pub meals,
exciting daily offers and unbeatable value!
New Daily Deals:
MONDAY – 50% off our Real Pub Favourites menu, 12pm - 5pm
TOP-IT TUESDAY – Any topped salad for £5.99
WEDNESDAY – Kids eat for £1 with any adult main meal bought
THURSDAY – 2 loaded burgers for £15 after 5pm
FRIDAY – 2 grills and 2 drinks for £20 after 5pm
SATURDAY & SUNDAY – Weekend wallet saver, 2 courses for £9.99
We now offer a Senior Selection for £4.99 each

ARTIST IN RESIDENCE – ROSIE SCRIBBLAH

From Swansea to
London and back
again via the
Old Corsetry Shop
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A Spotlight on Jane Simpson

When I was a lass, my Mam used to take me to Madam Foner’s corsetry shop in Swansea’s
High Street. We were both on the buxom side of well-padded, and dainty lacy brassieres from
department stores were never sturdy enough for us.
So off to Madame Foner’s we went,
to be fitted with the lingerie equivalent of a hang glider. I used to love
that building, it looks like a Swiss
chalet that’s been stretched up to
three stories and crammed into a
skinny space. Madam Foner moved,
the High Street fell into disrepair and
the lovely skinny Swiss Chalet was
battered and neglected. Until 2014
when the old building rose again to
its former glory, resplendent with a
nice new paint job, a gorgeous interior and loads of people spilling out
onto the street at it’s opening exhibition. Artist and sculptor Jane Simpson was back in town.
Jane was born and raised in Swansea, moved to London in the 1980s
to study sculpture at Chelsea School
of Art and the Royal Academy, and
stayed put, becoming known for
sculptures made from rubber, ice
and refrigeration units, with shows
around the world. Her work featured
in Damien Hirst’s curated show, Some
Went Mad, Some Ran Away, and the
controversial Sensation exhibition in
1997, and she’s in many collections.
She also lectured and developed a
print publishing business, with work
from artists like Sir Peter Blake, Rachel
Whitehead and Gavin Turk, and partied at The Groucho Club.
But despite all of this, Jane felt like
a bit of an outsider in the art world,
that she didn’t share the same priorities and also that she: “had a very
Welsh lack of self-confidence”.
So she came back after 27 years,
to open her own Galerie Simpson in
Swansea’s run-down High Street, one
of the first glimmerings of a cultural
and economic Renaissance in the area.
Her new gallery was a breath of fresh
air, alternating between exhibitions
of internationally renowned contemporary artists with the best that the
Swansea art scene had to offer. Jane
says: “I was so excited by the standards,
energy and freshness of the art scene in
Wales, it was easy to move back.”
Jane was also committed to open-

ing her doors to the local community
and over the next few years, her vision developed organically. She established an intern scheme with Swansea
School of Art giving exhibition opportunities and constant mentoring, in
exchange for help running the gallery.
She says: “It’s less of a scheme and
more like more an association or resource
that has no time limit.”
Jane also started offering support
to professional artists by letting them
take over Galerie Simpson between exhibitions for a residency. I was one of
the fortunate artists that took up the
opportunity. It was great to have the
space to work on something completely new, with Jane’s expertise and gentle encouragement in the background.
But she doesn’t stand still and in
order to develop, the gallery grew
organically into a different incarnation, taking premises further up High
Street and establishing a new not-forprofit arts collective, GS Artists. Five
of the interns who originally came
across from Swansea College of Art
now form the backbone of directors
of the new organisation.
According to Jane: “Our program has
evolved to suit our audience. Primarily
focusing on creating unexpectedly high
quality exhibitions, we are hugely passionate about our locality, in a recognised area of deprivation.”
GS Artists is a central part of Coastal Housing’s Urban Village development, breathing life into the High
Street, and has been working with
many partners to reach people who
wouldn’t normally go into a gallery.
Their 9to90 Creative Community
initiative recently employed artists
to run workshops open to anybody,
creating collaged portraits of Michael
Sheen and designing a new Coat of
Arms for the City. These went into
an Open Exhibition at the end of last
year and there’ll be plenty more of
that in the future.
And not forgetting the artists, Jane
explains: “The gallery focuses on longer
term relationships to offer a real and re-

ally helpful set up, where young artists
can put down roots and use the gallery
as a resource for artistic development.”
The early residencies at Galerie
Simpson have expanded into an ‘Artist At Work’ scheme, an open ended
residency, with no strings attached
that acknowledges the difficulty for
professional artists to experiment on
a larger scale.
But what about Jane’s personal art
practice? She’s been very busy since
coming back to Swansea, developing the galleries and maintaining her
print publishing business. But now
it’s time to resume her creative output
as a sculptor.
“It would be good to think about my
practice in terms of now, having had a
break. I’m in the situation where with
sculpture I’m seriously rethinking how to
approach making it again and thinking
about a more sustainable practice.”
Jane thinks it’s important to find a
balance between life and work, as being an artist can be emotionally challenging and can make people vulnerable, so she loves living locally and
walking her dogs, Betty and Sunny.
She’s also qualified as a yoga teacher
and after many years as a practitioner,
she established The Yoga Collective,
teaching out of the gallery and with
Hot Pod Yoga.
It’s great having an artist with such
fantastic international experience
here in Swansea, moving and shaking
and having the confidence to break
out of the London-centric arts establishment to create something so exciting and innovative here. London’s
loss is Swansea’s gain and next up is a
solo show, Dragons Revenge by Jamie
Reid, iconoclast, anarchist and punk,
infamously connected with the Sex
Pistols. It runs until March 1st. RS
GS Artists
217, High Street, Swansea SA1 1PE
www.galeriesimpsonswansea.com
www.scribblah.co.uk
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COMEDY
WHY ARE THERE NO BIG COMEDY CLUBS IN SWANSEA,
AND WHAT ARE WE GONNA DO ABOUT IT?

A GLEE,
LOVELY TOWN?
Paul Dennis
IT’S BEEN A STRANGE WINTER SEASON IN THE WORLD OF COMEDY.
OVER THE HOLIDAY SEASON THERE
WERE MIXED REPORTS OF EXTREMELY LOW NUMBERS AT SOME
NIGHTS, CAUSING THE SHOWS TO
BE CANCELLED, WHILE OTHERS
WERE PACKED TO CAPACITY.
The mood at those shows seemed
uniformly non-rowdy. The lead-up
to Christmas is traditionally the time
when comedians’ news feeds are a
conveyor-belt of horror stories where
overly drunk people make the act’s
life a misery with various forms of
undesirable behaviour. This season,
everybody seemed comparatively
subdued. Perhaps because of the election. Perhaps because of the economy. Because of the election.
Whatever caused it, standup comedy was grateful. Standup comedy is
theatre. It requires the audience’s full
attention.
For decades, however, large club
chains like Jongleurs and The Glee
have accepted the trade off that large
groups of people on stag and hen
nights and other big nights out may
not behave in a manner conducive to
piercing satire or perspicacious social
commentary, but they spend a lot of
money. Not to be unfair, I’ve been to
many such clubs and the unbridled
braying of a table for ten is by no
means ubiquitous.
Other large clubs – notably The
Stand, who had a link on their website labelled: “Looking for somewhere to
have your stag night?”, which redirected to Jongleurs – actively discourage
large party groups. This is the type
of group is often seen on Swansea’s
Wind Street, meandering down the
closed off revellers nexus like a drunken dragon team at Chinese New Year.
Surely, the town is ripe for a big chain
comedy club to open and clean up?
I have a theory that the cheap
drinks culture of Swansea is a facet of
this so-called graveyard of ambition.
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People like to laugh, but £15-20 is a
few rounds of shots that’ll make you
and your friends funnier than any
comedian, right? Okay. I’m being sarcastic, yes. But there is certain a crosssection of the populous who do feel
that way.
It’s not like Swansea isn’t without
its regular comedy nights. On Wind
Street, standup comedy shows have
been running at various venues for
ten years. Beginning at the Coyote Bar
(nothing to do with Coyote Ugly) and

They appreciate
they’re watching
something grow,
hopefully something
that one day might
be great and they
can eat dinner off
their stories of how:
“I remember Jokey
McJokeface when he
was shit”
then at The No Sign Bar, The Vault,
Bucket List. They’ve all had their go
and all feature a professional headliner with support from newer local comedians. What’s driving this
is not just the spirit of mutual support amongst the up-and-comers,
but also the limitations of a budget
set by the ticket price and the capacity of the rooms being played. Audiences simply will not pay the same
price they would at The Glee or The
Grand Theatre, even for the same act.
It’s the auspice and grandeur of the

venue. Dressing up and really feeling
like you’re spoiling yourself is something you don’t get from going to a
show set up in a bar or a pub function
room, no matter how nice the room is
or how professionally it’s done.
Ignacio Lopez’s Punchlines at The
Perch (the consistently packed anomaly I was referring to just now) asks
£8. It’s in town and even though other
nights on Wind Street may not clash,
can people afford to go out to comedy more than once a month? I think
Peppermint’s night is a tenner and
Café Play in The Mumbles is £12. The
Mumbles is out of the way so it’s got
that village hall feel plus it’s The Mumbles. They’ve got money down there.
But outside the prosperous bubble
of The Gower, how much of an appetite for live comedy do people really have? That depends on the acts,
doesn’t it? It costs a lot to get a national headliner to come down here
and do a show, and the average capacity of a pub gig is fifty people. Once
you factor in promotion, you’d need
a full house to break even unless the
rest of the bill are newer comedians
who cost a lot less, if anything at all.
People do notice the difference too
and some are more artistically patient. They appreciate they’re watching something grow, hopefully something that one day might be great and
they can eat dinner off their stories
of how: “I remember Jokey McJokeface
when he was shit”. But even these
people will tire eventually if they’re
shown too many of the same acts over
time and that’s why Swansea has to
reach outside to get more variety or
have a bigger venue to be able to afford a top flight show that can hold its
own against somewhere like The Glee.
That’s why I started Duck Phaser
Comedy Club, in June 2019. The
name reflects my desire for the show
to: “always have a stunning bill”. Its
lineups have been of the highest
quality, boasting national headlin-
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People like to laugh,
but £15-20 is a few
rounds of shots that’ll
make you and your
friends funnier than
any comedian, right?

ers like Ben Norris, Laura Lexx and
Matt Price; and also the cream of the
Welsh circuit in acts like Dan Thomas
and Drew Taylor. But I freely admit
I’ve made mistakes and these mistakes were born of a failure to recognise the things I’ve mentioned hitherto in this article. The names were
impressive, the setup top drawer, but
the tickets were too steep and the
rooms were too small.
After having to find a venue to put
on the charity event Standup for Australia Day, the opportunity arose to
move the club from its small beginnings at the characterful boutique bar
Hayes & Beale on Bryn-y-mor Road and
the rapidly rising live music venue,
The Bunkhouse on The Kingsway to a
new home, The Garage in the Uplands.
The Garage is where many older
hands on the Welsh circuit cut their
teeth doing the weekly shows run

there in the late noughties by Paul Allen, the comedy legend who gave us
The Mosh Song.
There is a certain poetry to Duck
Phaser becoming established at what
I consider my home club and now I
can bring the sort of high end acts
seen at these big clubs without having charge too much for tickets. It’s
really the perfect scenario. This new
chapter in the life of the club begins
with Addy Van Der Borgh. Addy has
plaudits up the wazoo from some of
the greatest minds in comedy. Daniel Kitson, a legend to insiders (but
because he doesn’t do any telly, the
average person has never heard of
him); Daniel says Addy is a: “brilliant natural clown” and believe you
me, every single one of those three
words carries an awful lot of weight
even just said by someone with a full
understanding of what each of them

really means. That Daniel Kitson has
said them isn’t far short of a voice
from the heavens and a fucking dove
landing on him. John Bishop – in his
autobiography – lauds Van Der Borgh
as a: “brilliant comic”.
On February 13th we’ve got Shaggers, which is already a hit with students around the world who have
formed the cult following of this Edinburgh Fringe brainchild of circuit veteran Nik Coppin, who now tours this
show around the festivals of the world.
Then on March 5th it’s a St David’s
Day Special where S4C star Dan Thomas, Simon Emanuel and Drew Taylor
will be joining me to talk about all
things Welsh.
Keep an eye out for the rest of the
schedule and a special Edinburgh Preview season featuring TV stars!
I really hope I’ll see some of you
over the coming months. PD
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COVER STORY

SOUNDWIRE

A PSYCHEDELIC HEART
WITH AN ELECTRONIC PULSE

IN SEARCHING FOR NEW ARTISTS AND EXPLORING THE LOCAL MUSIC SCENE FOR HIDDEN
TALENT, ZACHARY AARON HAS FOUND A WORLD OF PURE QUALITY. HERE, HE EXPLORES THE
RISE OF PSYCHEDELIC SWANSEA BAND SOUNDWIRE.
THIS BAND HAS LEFT ME IN AWE
AND I’M STILL TRYING TO PICK MY
JAW BACK UP FROM THE SIN CITY
FLOOR AFTER THEIR PERFORMANCE
WITH PASTEL AND KING GOON FOR
WELSH CONNECTIONS ON 19TH OCTOBER 2018.
Soundwire is my newest favourite
band. I thought I had experienced special gigs previous to the Welsh connections display at Sin City. After seeing The
Stone Roses at Manchester’s Etihad Stadium and their farewell gig at Wembley
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I was left feeling emotional and always
looked back at the special times they
were. However, since then I can’t recall
standing in front of a band – especially
a local one – and saying WOW! countless amounts of times, until now.
Soundwire’s music is one for the person who has a mature music taste and
appreciates positive soul filling sounds.
A full set performance of roughly 4560 minutes will take you on a journey
of complete bliss that will pick you
up and take you into another dimen-

sion. This band possesses a captivating
sound, soothing and reassuring vocals
and an almightily cool stage presence
that draws you closer in contact with
the music.
Possessing a psychedelic sound, the
guitars are enough to hypnotise, if you
want to feel that out-of-body experience.
A Welsh band originating from Swansea, Soundwire consists of five gents:
Simon Court (vocalist/songwriting), Pete
Moore (guitar/keyboard/songwriting),
Chris Davies (guitar), David Jones (bass

PHOTOGRAPHY: PAUL GRACE
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guitar), and Philip Stanton (drums/percussion). The band was formed in 2011
and their vision is to create an exhilarating soundscape.
Soundwire’s inspiration to create
their captivating sound stems from 60’s
garage punk and 90’s psychedelica and
shoegaze. Their main influences are
Spiritualized, Spacemen 3, The Stooges
and My Bloody Valentine, plus The Jesus
and Mary Chain, Death in Vegas, and The
Velvet Underground.
Simon explains that Soundwire’s lyrics are based around experience and
aspirations, and also on factual things
and feelings, this then leading to an
open interpretation. He also describes
Soundwire’s music to be for a listener or
spectator to “trip and get lost in”.
The name Soundwire suggests doing as
it says on the tin, being that it’s full of energy and electricity. Thus indicating the
particular style of music that they play.
Founding members (and good
friends) Pete Moore and Simon Court,
have known each other since they were
in their late teens and have built a great
friendship and a great band.
Prior to Soundwire, all members were
in other bands. This is relevant because
these experiences have led to the growing success of their current project. Simon was the vocalist in the 90’s Swansea band The Sweetest Ache, who were
signed to Bristol label Sarah Records
and went on to release the album Jaguar. Pete and Simon were also in a band
called Shooter. This band came together and out of the band. They seem to rewhen Pete began writing and record- ally enjoy sharing the stage together
ing around 2005 and asked Simon join and doing the thing that they all love
and do the vocals. After initially not doing best.
being too keen to get back into music
Soundwire’s debut single Burn Deep
following ejection from The Sweetest was mixed and produced by former
Ache a few years before, Sim o n Death in Vegas member and Spiritualized /
Primal Scream producer, Tim Holmes.
joined and Shooter became:
Simon (vocals), Pete (guiDuring their time,
FEBRUA
RY/MAR
CH 2020
ISSUE#
Soundwire feel they
tar), Stuart Vincent (guitar),
9
have developed and
Ian Saberton (Keys) (both
expanded into a more
of whom were also in
organic
sounding
The Sweetest Ache), Mark
rock’n’roll band who
Royston (guitar), David
are constantly pursuing
Jones (bass guitar) and
the new and inventive
Andy Kersey (drums).
sonic ideas which have
Shooter went on to rebecome the hallmark of
cord two live sessions
their unique and explorafor BBC Radio Wales
and released their
tory sound.
single Light My Way
They have also featured
SWANSE
/ Celebrate Your Time
on releases from Northern
A’S PSYC
HEDELI
C HEAR
T
with Northern Star
Star Records including PsyRecords.
chedelica 5 from the critiPete’s love of – and persiscally acclaimed Psychedelica
series of compilation albums,
tence to create – music was kept alive by
the birth of Soundwire, having already and Live Revolution which features a track
known Simon and David who featured from the band’s appearance at the 2013
in Shooter, Philip was recruited on Northern Star Weekender Festival.
Soundwire plan to release some excitdrums after knowing him from other
bands. The final piece to complete the ing content to a suitor to distribute. Back
line up was Chris Davies (guitar) who in 2015 they began to work on an album
was recruited by Phil who he knew from with Spiritualized / Coil synth wizard and
a nearby pub where he used to work.
producer Thighpaulsandra (a.k.a. Tim
A beauty of Soundwire is that all mem- Lewis), a collaboration which would see a
bers are tight-knit and close friends in further evolution in their musical sphere.
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Soundwire believe that now is the
band’s best period, and they feel that
they are at the top of their game. They
have had an increasing number of fans
after their sets and have, importantly,
gained appreciative audiences, most notably at their recent support slots with
Telegram and Eat Lights Become Lights.
Their support slot alongside Pastel and
King Goon was also immense.
Like any band, Soundwire have had
some hiccups along the way and have
had great and special moments. But one
special thing that Simon shares with me
is the pivotal role in which Chris plays
guitar. He described how well he has fitted into the band, and how he plays the
track We Rise as “genius”.
We Rise can only be described as anthemic. The riff played halfway through
the track will have you humming along
to the tune all day. I have not heard a
riff so uplifting and encouraging. It’s
one of those tunes that will stick with
you and leave you smiling, it’s one you
simply cannot get enough of.
One person who definitely couldn’t
get enough of Soundwire was a fan
from Portugal, Pedro Wilde. He
thought so highly of their music he
wanted to help the band with using
his own producing skills to create music videos for songs like A Little Death
and Dying Sun.
Soundwire feel like they are onto
something bigger and better. Their ambition as a band is clear. They have a
fan base and the plan to keep growing
it and keep getting recognition in the
local scene with Swansea, Cardiff and to
the next level to wherever they may go.
This is a band that needs to be seen at
more festivals around Britain. They will
certainly raise the bar for their fellow
musicians to keep up.
They also plan to keep on keeping
on with gigging and ultimately enjoy
their experience. To describe Soundwire
in their entirety, ‘outstanding’ is an
understatement. They are a cut above
and easily up there at the very top
with the best bands in Wales and the
UK especially. I personally think they
have gone slightly unnoticed to many
people and there are plenty of people
from all over who are calling out to
hear a band like them.
Readers, do look into them on Social
Media, do catch a live set if possible,
you will not be disappointed. ZA

Soundwiremusic

SOUNDBOARD’s

track recommendations:
UXB / We Rise / Dying Sun / Feed Into Me
/ A Little Death / Angels On Pins /
Devils Key / Burn Deep / Set In Steel
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NOT REALLY A REVIEW
WELCOME TO PART ONE OF A TWO-PART ARTICLE, SUBMITTED WITH
FOOTNOTES, THREATS AND A BAG OF VARIOUS TRINKETS, NEWS-CLIPPINGS
AND UNIDENTIFIABLE LUMPS OF CHARRED PLASTIC, BY JACK SOUNDS HIMSELF

NEWS FROM, er, SOMEWHERE
[You see what we did there?]

In a move that surprised absolutely no one, Jack handed it in just a little too late for us to properly
edit down his bloated, grandiloquent and often hysterical original text into something that could
fit within the confines of the carefully-negotiated space we’d allowed for it, but, in the interest of
retaining staff, both those that actually exist and those that have been carefully cultivated by egomanics over a period of several years, we compromised and agreed to split the piece over two issues.
IN A NUTSHELL, IT’S A PERSONAL
ACCOUNT OF JACK GOING OUT
TO REVIEW A GIG AT CINEMA &
CO. FEATURING NEWS FROM NOWHERE, MEMORY CAMP, CURIOUS
ORANGE AND BEN LUC, THAT’S
ALSO REVIEWED (IN A MUCH MORE
COHERENT AND FACTUAL STYLE)
BY HYWEL GRIFFITHS ON PAGE 21
OF THIS SAME MAGAZINE.
The reason why we had two staff
there? Well, that’s just poor organisation, I’m afraid, and, anyway, we all
know that there’s going to be very little in the way of actual ‘reviewing’ in
the next thousand words or so, right?
So, why worry? Now read on...
This story starts and ends on one
of those all-too-familiar, filthy, fortitude-testing winter nights in Good
Old Swansea Town; the kind of night
when normally boisterous dogs quietly hide their leads under the settee and suddenly develop a painfullooking limp. Ever seen that? Proper
funny. But not for me. I don’t even
have a dog. Alas, alas, alas. But I did
have a bundle of responsibilities, taken in good faith and squirrelled away
in a quiet corner of the kitchen for
the past fortnight; now I’d taken that
bundle out again and held it up to the
light, and I was experiencing a sharp
dose of buyers remorse, my friends.
Caveat Emptor, indeed.
See, I’d agreed to go out and ‘review’
a gig for my benevolent overlords at
SoundBoard Magazine, but because of
the rain I was quickly coming down
with a case of what can only be described as ‘can’t-be-fucked-itis’, a vicious and pernicious viral complaint
that imperils the very existence of the
independent arts scene, up and down
the country.
At 7pm I was still sat, stark-naked
on my bed, looking out of the window at the rain pounding down from
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the sky with all the wrath and fury of
a vengeful God, questioning my decisions and trying to stiffen my resolve.
But it was bloody hard work, all told. I
was just grateful that Welsh Santa had
brought me a nice, new waterproof
jacket for Christmas a few weeks earlier.
What’s that? You’ve never heard of
Welsh Santa? Dai The Box? Top bloke.
Lives up Bethlehem way. Mixes his
metaphors, but never his drinks.
Ten minutes and a number of
heavy, heavy sighs later, Mrs. Sounds
was looking up at me with something
approaching pity (but not quite, eh?)
after I’d come downstairs dressed up
like a polar explorer and informed her
that I was off out to see a gig.

I was just about
to offer my
slightly different
opinion... when I
remembered that
I had a policy of
not being kicked
half to death on
the Kingsway in
the rain
She was resplendent on the chaiselongue at the time, in her Liz Taylor
get-up: draped in fine fabrics and guzzling whiskey macs whilst watching
some kind of trash tv, making these
arcane marks and squiggles on a piece
of paper spread out on her lap, all for
some ungodly but no doubt important reason. She looked up from her
embroidery (phone) and stared at me

with an amused smirk. God, I love her.
“In this, my love? You must be out of
your damned mind.”
“Can’t be helped, bub. Got to review it
for the magazine. They want facts and
reportage, not guesswork and gibberish.
I’ve got to crank the machine up real
good this time, for all the honest people
out there. They’re expecting me to come
at them with some kind of wisdom, and
I’m ready for it. AND I WANT IT, my
love. The clouds are clearing. Boom! BapBap! Boom! Pow!”
I was doing a bit of shadow-boxing
at this point. Mrs. Sounds pretended
not to notice.
“Wisdom? Best of luck with that.
Have you been at those cookies again?”
“Just the one or two or three or four, bub,
strictly for medicinal purposes, naturally.
For my back, you know; well, my back and
my neck and my neck and my back.”
“Your neck as well now?”
“It’s pure fucked, bub. The quack says
I might have to have it off.”
“That’s a shame, my love; it’s a good
neck. I saw you shave it once. You’ll have
to make sure they’ve got the proper tools
to cut through all that brass, though.
Might not be standard issue kit.”
She’s dead funny is Mrs. Sounds.
Leaving behind my nearest and
dearest and her near, dear sarcasm,
I set off from my hillside retreat in
Mount Pleasant, braced like a penguin against the gale, and CaptainScotted my way across Constitution
Hill towards Rhondda Street, playing,
as I went, my usual games of dogshit hopscotch and baghead bingo; the
rules of which, I feel, should be fairly
self-explanatory. Sadly, it was slim
pickings on my bingo card tonight,
probably ‘cause of the deadly and orgulous conditions, but my hopscotch
course was its usual intense rush, a bit
like The Hunger Games, really, only,
for your shoes.

I’d arranged to meet my good buddy,
down The Filthy Rotters, for a few prematch sharpeners before we headed
up to the gig, and as I staggered, hood
pulled tight over my head and my sodden jeans quickly changing colour,
I wondered how many other people
were currently grappling with their
conscience over arrangements they’d
made, earlier in the week, before this
monsoon struck the coast like a million
angry pisshammers. Probably quite a
few; I was one of the brave ones, I concluded; I was keeping my word.
This made me feel slightly warmer
inside, but not a jot drier. I sighed
again, with feeling, swallowing some
rainwater as I did, and then scuttled,
spluttering and spitting like a knackered, old car, and double-timed it
across the Teletubby Land of the new
Kingsway, dodging the usual couple of
idiotic drivers who presumably missed
the lesson where their instructor explained the rules of Zebra crossings,
and ducked quickly and with some relief into the doorway of the pub. Phew.
The Rotters was its usual sieved-society, scrapings-off-a-fry-up hellscape,
which I approved of heartily. In these
uncertain times of political turmoil
and fake culture wars, it’s nice to go
to a place that’s permanently and
stubbornly stuck in a fantasy version
of 1992. In terms of steadying the old
psychological gyroscope, it’s easier, in
my experience, to achieve an encephalopathy-free equilibrium in a place

where the clientele would probably
only notice the actual apocalypse
happening right outside if it raised
the fucking beer prices.
I can’t say I’m entirely on board
with all of these things, but it was a

I wondered how
many other people
were currently
grappling with
their conscience
over arrangements
they’d made,
earlier in the
week, before this
monsoon struck the
coast like a million
angry pisshammers
nice (literal) shelter from a nasty (literal) storm. I ordered a Heineken and
sent my ears round the room to eavesdrop on the conversations; it’s a trick I
picked from an old sergeant of mine,
back when were travelling through Asia
just after we’d quit the service; many
times it’s saved me from being viciously

attacked by strangers or bored to tears
by unwanted friends. Recommended.
But I’m not teaching you how to do it.
From where I was sitting I could
hear some men with runny noses and
a stuttery way of speaking, sat round
a table in the corner, talking candidly
and energetically about some recent
news stories and political issues, and I
was just about to offer my slightly different opinion on a number of these
items, when I remembered that I had
a policy of not being kicked half to
death on the Kingsway in the rain.
Good policy, that. I commend it to
you without reservation.
Anyway, while I was lost in my reveries, pondering the changes and considering the future, my good buddy
returned from the bar with the desperately sad news that they’d run out of
Heineken. We took this as our cue to
leave. Sometimes you just know. Donning our sodden outerwear again, with
all the care and reverence of a samurai
warrior preparing for battle, we squared
our shoulders and lurched out once
more into the foulness of a welsh winter’s night. The last thing I heard, before
the rain drowned out all hope of conversation, was somebody shouting from
behind us, “I hope you can swim, boys!
Ahahahahahahaha! All the fuckin’ best!”
Gotta love this town. Either that
or take off and nuke it from orbit.
Sheesh. To be continued...
JACK SOUNDS
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RECORD REVIEWS
ALBUM

ALBUM

EVEN IF YOUR
VOICE SHAKES
The Noses

WOMAN NEEDS
A TEMPLE
Cheryl Beer

I’m a big fan of these guys having
come across them just after the release of their debut album, in fact
I even had them on the Welsh
connections radio show way back
when.
A few years on and everyone’s
a bit older but The Noses are still
filled with a powerful energy, angst
and enough melodies to keep your
average band in songs for over a
decade.
Oliver Ashton, Paul Julian, Kevin Meyrick, Lenny Molyneux, Lee Louie Lewis
and Darren Lewis deliver a rip-roaring Americana set with just enough
Welsh hwyl to set them apart from
the crowd.
This is a powerfully rocking hillbilly of an album which will get your
feet stomping, toes tapping and heads
a’nodding.
This is one hell of an album. MK

For the hundreds of you that have
been avidly following Cheryl Beer’s
Woman Needs A Temple series on Oystermouth Radio (or the podcast on
their Youtube channel) the music on
here will already be familiar to you
as a track has featured in each of the
four episodes.
It’s a departure from Cheryl’s
previous work but reflects perfectly
her journey over the last year from
losing her hearing and hitting absolute rock bottom to finding her
inner strength and ‘new’ voice. It’s
a story of one person overcoming adversity and surfacing on the
other side a much stronger person.
This album is a record of that
journey during her healing time at
her West Wales studio. A beautiful,
heartfelt collection of nine meditative songs, Cheryl now writes online
meditation courses to help others
self-heal. MK

ALBUM

LIBERATION
Broken Lines
Broken-Lines is Jack Jackson, Mark
Briscoe and David Wellan and together
they’ve recorded an album that stands
out from the generic, mediocre trash
that gets labelled as rock these days.
Liberation is ten original tracks and
has it’s roots in the much maligned
pysch-prog mould but with enough
modern touches and punk influences
to lift it from that magnificent subgenre and off into the stratosphere of
legendary Welsh rock.
These guys are taking no prisoners
on this one and rightly so, you’re either along for the ride or you can get
off the fuckin’ bus.
Broken Lines have been a part of
the Pembrokeshire music scene for
some time and, along with Sendelica,
are making waves that are far reaching, so sit up and take notice because
these guys are here to stay. Get your
copy now. MK
Black Space / Cellophane Killer / Darkest Hour / I Wonder / It’s Your Time /
Mannequin Heaven / Plain To See / Plug
Me In / Running Free / Sweet Lips

Email links to music for
review to:
reviews@soundboard
magazine.co.uk
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Woman Needs A Temple /
Wombsong / Spirit Feather / Are You
Ready To OM? / Just As You Are /
Tiny Little Bird / Brave Mouse /
Earth Angel / Soul Ink
ALBUM

NEVER TOO LATE
Huw James
There’s a definite resurgence of
great music by the ‘more mature’
musician lately, we’ve had a chat
and think the blame lies firmly
with Van Morrison giving these guys
hi-falutin’ ideas.
Either way this little gem by
3MPH’s Huw James certainly gets
the artistic and appreciative juices
flowing.
Six tracks which showcase Huw’s
writing style to good effect. Americana? Contemporary acoustic?
Acoustic AOR? Why bother trying
to pigeonhole it? All we want to say
is that it’s a very enjoyable and accomplished album. There’s a great
feel to this one with overtones (undertones?) of the 70’s and even a bit
of the Roger Waters delivery on the
vocals.
Our only criticism is the length,
it’s way too short. Come on Huw,
when’s the next one? MK
Better Way / Lucky Man / Starlove /
Autumn Sun / Smokin’ Gun /
Never Too Late, Never Too Soon

ALBUM

pH BALANCE
Paul Hayes
There’s something bewitching about
Paul Hayes’ music. The melodies weave
themselves around an array of traditional instruments which give the whole album a feel of nostalgia and yearning,
but that’s not to say that this an album
of sadness. In fact, it’s quite the opposite. The tunes are a joyful celebration of
life with all its ups and downs leading us
on a merry dance of emotion.
The award winning songwriter has
continued to develop his craft and
on pH Balance Paul has hit a creative high, the album is a beautiful
creation fusing traditional folk with
a more contemporary style of music,
the guitar work offering the ghost of
Mark Knopfler’s Cal in it’s simplicity.
Definitely the album to end 2019
with and the place for a new start. MK
Angel / Erin Isla / Gazing# / Home /
Childhood Scenes / Billy-WEH / Outsideinside-outside / Maypole Dance / B B Blue
ALBUM

SWIPE LEFT
Revolution Rabbit Deluxe
All my inner alarms started going off
like a jail-break klaxon when I heard
that RRD were releasing a second album so soon after their debut. I was
worried that after the success of their
first this would be the infamous ‘difficult second album’, and a rushed album at that. But I needn’t have given
it a second thought because Swipe Left
is jam packed with RRD’s trademark
ear-worm melodies and hard, punchy
tunes throughout.
There’s elements of Pink Floyd, Television, Talking Heads and a bit of Lennon’s nasal sneer. This really is a class
rock album of some note. Those familiar with, Blackwood punk rockers,
100000 Bodybags will have trouble
aligning their quiet, bemasked guitarist with this charismatic frontman.
But frontman he is and he certainly
knows how to whip up a crowd at live
performances. Check them out if you
can at one of their rare live gigs. RRD
are quietly getting quite a reputation
for themselves and Swipe Left will do
nothing to assuage this rollercoaster
ride to the top. Definitely ones to
watch in 2020. MK
Doomsday Clock / Cornucopia Croaked
/ Defcon 1 / Gods Of Folded Bills / Superglue / Angels Landing / Picture Of A Man
/ Guess Which Number / Father Of Lies
/ It’ll Be Alright / Punk Rock Is Dead / Sacred Book Of Lasts / Steel September Skies
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ALBUM

ALBUM

KEEPING UP
WITH THE
JONESES Vol 1
Ragsy
While we patiently await the followup to Ragsy’s stunning debut album,
Ouch!, the man himself has been busy
putting together some of his favourite
tunes for us to enjoy, and alongside,
his long-time collaborator, Chris Peet
from Northouse Studios, he’s delivered
Keeping Up With The Joneses Vol.1.
We’re not usually fans of the covers album (think Robbie Williams,
Paul McCartney et al) but on this little
collection Ragsy has given each track
a flavour of his own. There’s also a
lot of fun been taken with the song
choices There’s the obvious choice of
She’s a lady by Sir Tom as well as Me
& Mrs Jones but there’s also more obscure links to the name such as Paul
Jones (Manfred Mann) with Pretty Flamingo and Walking In The Air... I’m
not even going to finish that one for
you. Full points if you can get all the
‘Jones’ connections.
As you’d expect from Ragsy, this is a
beautiful album. His voice is stronger
and better than ever and the tracks
have been chosen with great care.
It’s a great tribute to the songs that
we all love. Now, when’s the originals
album out? MK
She’s a lady / Dakota / New York mining disaster / Mrs Jones / Modern Love /
Ob-La-Di Ob-La-Da / Me & Mrs Jones /
Pretty flamingo / Miss Amanda Jones /
Design For Life / Walking in the air
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WINE, SPIRITS,
TOBACCO
The Warbirds
Comparisons with Tom Waits are
always going to be made with Dan
Jordan’s Warbirds, but the question is
whether this is a good thing in a time
when we’re losing our cultural heroes
to the old Grim Reaper. We need new
heroes to carry the torch onward and
provide an escape from the mundanities of life. That’s not to say that poor
old Tom Waits is going anywhere just
yet, but it’s good to be prepared.
Dan is slowly building up an impressive back catalogue of music and
since 2011 has released four albums,
starting with The Ballad of Bob Dylan,
War Is On and King After Midnight.
This most recent, Wine, Spirits, Tobacco is quite possibly his most satisfying to date. It’s a well rounded
collection of original songs delivered
stylishly and not lacking in commercial punch with even touches of Johnny Cash’s impudent swagger.
The perfect soundtrack to the latest
dustbowl drama from Netflix. MK
Blood And Tears / You All Lose Your
Charm (in the end) / Leave Them Alone /
Corpse Candles / Gosiame / Bridges Burn
(dirt and country) / Ode To Love, These
Wasted Years / Holding On / Lonesome
Country Blues #13
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EP

SINKING SHIPS
Chris Stringer
and the Rocketeers

TWENTY
DAYS LATER
Two Til Twelve

Since first hearing Chris and his band
live at Swansea Airshow a couple of
years ago, I have been looking forward to their album being recorded
and released.
So it was with great joy that Sinking Ships arrived in its smart, elegant
CD pack, with beautiful cover illustration, and even a teabag to help get me
in the mood. Nice touch.
There is something quite lovely
in the sound that they’ve created,
from the engaging guitars to the well
placed counterpoint piano melodies
and the unique voice, full and warm,
with a rasp or falsetto when required.
I am reminded a little of David Gray’s
White Ladder.
The first song, Just Once, sets the
tone for the whole album: acoustic
guitar intro, joined by an understated
and well crafted rhythm section. If
you’re thinking this all sounds a bit
standard, there’s a decent bit of electric guitar too, just when needed.
What stands out from the start is
just how engaging Chris’ vocal performance is. There is an honesty here
that is often lacking in this kind of
music; a clarity to every word; this
is not an album that you can simply
put on in the background. It demands
that you listen to it.
Stand out tracks for me are Professional, Bones and Frontroom, however
that shouldn’t imply that the rest are
fillers. Far from it. Title track Sinking
Ships is an upbeat, festival-friendly
song, that won’t fail to get you singing and dancing along.
This is an album jammed full of
thoughtful lyrics. With statements
like: “She’s a seasoned professional at
bus stop confessionals after a night of
sin”, these songs evoke places and
events that clearly mean much to the
writer.
Earworms abound on this album,
and all the songs tell stories that
come across as sincere and heartfelt.
I love it. More please. GM

TTT are a four piece Swansea band
formed in 2018 by Joel Clark (vocals/
rhythm guitar), Matt Kivi (lead guitar/
BVs), Owain Davies (bass / BVs) and
Aaron Abraham (drums).
Twenty Days Later is their debut,
four track EP, with some great production (by Swansea’s James Weaver).
Opening track Homecoming starts
solidly, with an airy (and dare I say
’60s style) vocal melody, then builds
nicely to a crescendo of distorted-wah
guitars and direct lyrics: “Just get out
of his way, he can’t control the things he
says”; jangly, melodic and not afraid
to put themselves on the line, there
are no shouty, disguised vocals here;
this is a band who have something to
say, and really want you to hear it.
Track two The Right Way opens
with a solid drum pattern, which carries this song all the way through.
A neat change of feel in what seems
like a bridge, adds interest. This song
bounces its way along with a good
lead guitar refrain to the end, but
I can’t help but think it could have
done with a stronger chorus.
Never The Same bursts in with that
(by now familiar) lead guitar sound
which forces you to listen. Solid bass
and drums control the mood, whilst
the lead vocal does its thing with
good effect over the top. There’s even
some surprise glockenspiel at the end,
showing a little fun and creativity.
I like that.
Final track, Every Second, has a more
anthemic, soaring opening feel. It
works its way strongly through the
verse, then a staccato-type section
has a great effect, before returning
to the flowing verses (with a lovely
bit of distant lead guitar fill in the
background). This is an interesting
arrangement of what otherwise may
have been a pretty ordinary song.
There’s more to this than meets the
eye (ear). Things get looser towards
the end, with a great piece of bass
playing – I’d maybe even go so far as
to call that a bass solo – weaving its
way through a growing, synth-laden
section, and more reverb’d guitars,
leading to a hanging ending. A very
listenable, well crafted piece of music.
These are solid songs, coming across
as a band really gelling together. I’m
looking forward to hearing more from
these guys, there are hints here that
they have plenty more in the tank. GM

Just Once / Professional / Bones /
Frontroom / Running The Red /
Sinking Ships / The Bridge
chrisstringermusic.com
Email links to music for review to:
reviews@soundboardmagazine.co.uk
We make every effort to include as
much as we can, but we do have limited space and cannot guarantee that
your submission will be reviewed.
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Homecoming / The Right Way /
Never The Same / Every Second
facebook.com/twotiltwelve

SINGLE

GLAW AIL LAW
Bandicoot
OK, let me put my cards on the table
at the start: I love Bandicoot. There, I
said it. I became aware of them a couple of years ago, and was mesmerised
by their ability to craft upbeat and interesting pop.
Fast forward to now, and there’s
been some personnel movement, but
that’s all for the good, this is a band
that can really do a job live. So it is
with great interest (especially as a
non-Welsh speaker), that I’m listening to their single Glaw Ail Law (Second Hand Rain).
Bandicoot are Rhys Underdown (vocals/guitar/sax/keys), Billy Stillman
(Drums), Tom Emlyn (Guitar/BVs/
keys) and Kieran Doe (bass).
The song explodes into life with an
immediate and totally funky guitar
groove, that just grabs you by the ears
and won’t let go. The whole track is
built on this riff. It’s not at all overproduced, however there is a rich
warmth to the mix of guitars and keyboards, underpinned by Billy’s controlled drumming (that really plays
to the song). When combined with
Rhys’ vocals Bandicoot create a sound
that’s uncommonly satisfying.
As the vocals kick in, I have to presume that they’re singing about nice
things, and that it’s not a dystopic
nightmare. Seems unlikely.
The tight and funky guitars sit below
Rhys’ cool, almost crooning Welsh
lilting voice, then pick up again in a
call-and-reply way. It works well, and
before you know it, we’ve ploughed
into the chorus with a quirky vocal
melody and a sickeningly cool vibe.
A laid back and chimey instrumental break leads us nicely into a new
verse, this time though they thoughtfully revert into a little English, which
helps those of us not blessed with the
Welsh language, to get a little deeper in.
Bring in some Super Furry Animals
style wobbly synth and were building
towards a noisy, distorted crescendo,
and If I’m honest, I still don’t really
know what it’s about. But I don’t care.
It’s radio friendly, but not saccharin;
it’s commercial but without selling
its soul; and If you look up the word
‘hook’ in the dictionary, you’ll see a
picture of this song. GM
facebook.com/bandicootswansea
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NEWS FROM NOWHERE

MEMORY CAMP • CURIOUS ORANGE • BEN LUC
Cinema & Co.

11th January 2020
IT WAS A WET AND
WINDY NIGHT SO I WAS
PLEASANTLY SURPRISED
TO ARRIVE AT CINEMA &
CO. TO SEE A VERY BUSY
LOOKING BAR AREA,
NOT THAT I DON’T EXPECT THIS LINE UP TO
PULL A GOOD CROWD,
BUT JANUARY IS TRADITIONALLY A DEAD
MONTH GIG-WISE. SO IT
SAYS A LOT ABOUT TONIGHT’S LINE UP THAT
THEY PULLED A GOOD
CROWD IN.
Kicking things off was Ben Luc. For
those who haven’t seen Ben before
he’s a solo artist that uses his guitar,
his voice and a loop pedal to great effect, often starting songs by beatboxing a rhythm, usually enhanced by a
few thumps on the body of his guitar
to emphasise the bass and building up
layers of guitar to create atmospheric
soundscapes for him to layer his expressive voice over. Ben’s improved a
lot as a performer since I first saw him
play a couple of years back, he now
seems happy to ditch the guitar on occasions to allow him the freedom to
move about the stage more, which is
definitely not a bad thing. The audience seemed appreciative of Ben’s music, with upcoming single Irreversible
getting the best response of the night,
and I can see why that one will make a
good single, it’s a bit more of a ‘dance’
tune with more energy in it. Anyway
in case you hadn’t guessed, Ben Luc is
good, keep an eye out for him.
Next up were Curious Orange. I’ve
seen these boys before and always enjoyed them, they’re always entertaining. They’re a four piece acoustic band
with four vocals – still no drummer in
this gig yet folks – they’ve obviously
worked hard on their vocal harmonies
and it shows. There’s a lot of humour in
their songs, and between the songs as
well, but don’t let that fool you; they’ve
written some catchy tunes and the humour is just the exclamation point that
helps you remember them. The crowd
love them and everyone’s in on the
jokes, they’re a very inclusive band who
just want to have a good time. If you
can watch this band without a smile on
your face you either have no sense of
humour or you’re not paying attention.

The third band of the night were a
new one for me, in the shape of Memory
Camp, and I will definitely be keeping
an eye out for them in the future, great
stuff. Well crafted indie rock with a few
nice catchy hooks that took me right
back to the mid 90’s britpop scene. For
those of you old enough to remember,
they sounded like all the good bands
that were on TFI Friday back in the day.
Throughout the set there were interesting slightly quirky parts that reminded me of bands like Blur, nice indie
grooves with hints of The Stone Roses
and some big choruses that made me
think of bands like Weezer, I reckon its
gonna be worth watching what these
guys do in 2020.
Finally of course we have our headliners for the night, News from Nowhere, another great band that just
seems to keep improving every time I
see them. Having spoken to Tom (guitarist and singer) earlier in the evening I was informed they were missing
their bass player tonight – and two
other band members were both ill as
well – so I wasn’t sure what to expect
from their performance this evening.
It turns out I shouldn’t have doubted
them for a second. The lack of a bass
wasn’t an issue as they’ve added Rhys
(who also plays in the excellent Bandicoot with Tom and drummer Billy) on
keyboards and saxophone which filled
out the space nicely and added some
really nice parts to the songs, there was
certainly no sign of illness from either
Tom or Billy, both put in stellar performances. Some of the newer tunes they
played tonight had a more laid back
feel than I’m used to from News from
Nowhere, but as the set progressed the
songs got more lively, powered on by

MEMORY CAMP

BEN LUC

some great dynamic drumming and
some really nice guitar parts. It’s energetic indie music and they work the
dynamics in the songs well so when
they hit a chorus they really drive it
home, they know when to go big and
when not to, it’s quite epic sounding at
points and they generated a lively atmosphere that was soaked up by a very
appreciative crowd, these boys have
got better again since the last time I
saw them and I’m already looking forward to the next time. HG
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ROB NELMES’ NIGE
OMFG (OH MY FLIPPING GOD).
WHAT A ZANY WEEKEND. ME AND
NIGEL (NIGE TO HIS FRIENDS) ARRANGED TO HAVE A “DRINKING SESH”
(DRINKING SESSION) ON SATURDAY.
WE DO THIS FROM TIME TO TIME
(APPROXIMATELY THREE TIMES A
YEAR (ON AVERAGE)).
We had arranged to meet outside
Carl James’ house, which we have calculated is halfway distance between our
houses. I got there at the pre-determined
time of fourteen-hundred-hours. When I
got there, there was no sign of Nige, its quite
a long road so I could see at least a minutes
walk in the direction that Nige would come
from. I thought: “That’s not like Nige, he’s
usually very punctual”.
After around 40 seconds of waiting I
heard a “Rob!” I looked around and saw
nobody. “Nige?” I said, “Is that you?” Nothing came back. I thought I was going
mad. “Rob!” again, I looked around
but no one was there, then I heard a
stifled laugh coming from behind a
skip in front of Louise Stephen’s house
(they are having their walls pebbled
dashed (exterior)). I looked behind the skip, and there was Nige,
crouched down, bent doubled
(literally) in laughter. Well that
just set the tone for the rest of the
day’s proceedings. Mental.
On the way to the first pub
we played ‘Fruit Peel Mime’. We
take it turn miming peeling a fruit
and the other one has to guess. Nige won 3-2. I thought
I would have him with satsuma, I thought he would say
“tangerine” but no Siree, Nige knows his fruit.
The first pub we went to was the Bryn-y-Mor, we ordered a
pint of bitter (each) and Nige asked if I wanted to challenge
him to a game of pool. Well, after the gauntlet had been
thrown, how could I resist? We are not very good at pool,
but what the hell, we were boys “on the lash” and that’s
how we roll. After about a hour and half we called the game
a draw. We had both potted two balls each, we had already
finished our pints (I know) and there was a queue of about
fifteen people waiting to play. They tutted a lot. Rude.
We staggered on to the next pub, the Westbourne. When
we got there, we were amazed that there was a self service
system available. We talked about “going for it” but then
Nige said it was immoral because it put barmaids out of
work. He can be so political sometimes, such a great mind.

We ordered our second pint (each)
and took our seats by the window.
We had a game of ‘Dance People’. The aim of the game was to look at
people walking past the pub and deciding what dance would suit them best
(we are both keen watchers of Strictly
(Strictly Come Dancing)).
We had a brilliant laugh. I saw Mr
Griffiths from our old school (geography teacher) and I suggested he would
be a good American slow step. Nige
agreed. Just before leaving Nige looked
at this woman and said: “hi-energy disco!” I
nearly spat the remains of my pint (I didn’t)
across the pub, she was about 85 years old.
Nutter.
We meandered our way to the next pub,
the Brunswick. We couldn’t believe our luck
when we got there. Gower Gold was the
guest ale. Our very favourite. We lost all
trace of time. I’m pretty sure we stayed
for three pints. I can’t be sure, things
were pretty hazy by then. I remember
Nige walking past a group of women
on a “hen do” (one of them had a big
plastic penis with her (I’m assuming
this was the bride to be, none of
the others had big plastic penises)
one of the women shouted: “nice
jacket” at Nige. He went crimson
red. After this despicable behaviour we swiftly left.
Nige suggested we finished this
night of debauchery with a curry.
I recently had a £68 tax rebate so
I was feeling pretty flash. We went to the Anarkali. We
ordered a pint of Kingfisher (each(Indian lager(strong))).
When it was time to order I don’t know what came over
me, I usually go for a korma but in the madness I ordered
a bhuna, I know it’s a hot one, was I just drunk or showing
off to Nige? Who knows? I was drunk and loving it.
After our curry we walked home. We sang some Simply Red songs on our way home. Not too loud, we may
have been drunk but that doesn’t mean you have to be
disrespectful of other people, after all it was gone twentytwo-hundred-hours. When we got up the hill Nige said:
“Rob, I’ve had a great day, you are my best friend ever”. I
blushed and said: “steady on disco grandma!”. We laughed
for at least 45 seconds. We high tenned (I know) and went
home. Needless to say I paid for it the next day. I didn’t get
out of bed until zero-eight-forty-five-hours. Wild times.
Nige is brilliant fun. A brilliant man. RN

ON
THE
LASH

OH PEDRO
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IT’S A
SMALL
WORLD
Natalie O’Shea
ADVENTURES AND SPONTANEOUS JAM SESSIONS ‘…
THESE ARE A FEW OF MY FAVOURITE THINGS…’ AND
HERE I FIND MYSELF IN MY FIRST YEAR OF SWANSEA
UNIVERSITY IMMERSED IN A VIBRANT WELSH ADVENTURE WITH MANY A JAM SESSION IN SIGHT.
After my own experience of the soulful connectivity that comes from playing and singing with others, I
couldn’t wait to get to Swansea and mingle with the local
musicians. Isn’t there something magical about making
music? Whether it be a recreation of one of Hendrix’s solos

faced upon their travels geographically and way of living,
from our Agric roots, Kulning to gather the cows, to the
melodies of fiddle and accordion around our cozy fireplaces of today.
So, thank you Swansea for the adventures, people
and music.
Lastly, I encourage you to take a look into where your favourite tunes are coming from and see how it changes the
way you listen. You never know, you may just find a little
bit of yourself in there. After all, it’s a small world. NOS

“Gaining some historical
context brings a whole new
perspective to listening
to music, a different
understanding”
or Bach’s sonatas, or a good old Jam, I am yet to meet
somebody who dislikes music (but I know there is plenty
of madness I’ve yet to experience in this world).
Music has been one of the greatest teachers for me.
Like a reliable friend, always there to scream to, cry to,
express my deepest darkest desires through; minus any
judgement or expectation. Freedom! And its not just me.
Music is one of these mystical forces that acts as a people
magnet. Bringing us together, to shake our bootys to on a
Friday night or praise the other mystical forces that may
be on a Sunday morning. But why?
A perhaps unanswerable question, that sent me tracing
back my Irish roots in the form of music. Celtic music. As
all traditional music, taken out of the context of its time
it’s difficult to fully understand the meaning behind the
pluck of each guitar string or the beat of each drum. But,
as ever, we find our own meaning within everything we
listen to. After some further research into Irish history,
and the conflicts Celtic people have faced, I found some
interesting evidence suggesting that our Celtic ancestors
began their migration through Mediterranean Europe
from the Middle east.
Gaining some historical context brings a whole new
perspective to listening to music, a different understanding. Just as music helps us relate with one another, so does
exploring the origins of our much loved Spotify playlists.
The Welsh language is something that fills me with a
sense of adventure, something I imagine our ancestors
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GIG GUIDE : FEBRUARY & MARCH
FEBRUARY
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 1ST

Biffy Mcclyro (tribute)

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

All Ears Avow

SIN CITY, SWANSEA

Bassline Presents:
Turno Dna Tour
SIN CITY, SWANSEA
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 5TH

Bunkhouse Battle Of The
Bands 2020
THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 7TH

Alex Band Of The Calling
SIN CITY HOSTED BY THE
BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

And The Sky
Darkened + Support

The Time Travelling
Valentines Ball

CROWLEYS ROCK BAR, S’SEA

CREATURE SOUND, SWANSEA

This Feeling Swansea W/
The Feens/ White Riot/
Two Til Twelve

THE GARAGE, SWANSEA

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

Dog Heaven/
Gonhill/Dj Jonozero
ELYSIUM BAR, SWANSEA

Record Fayre 12-5pm
Roller Disco 8pm

Thank You Gig 8

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 15TH

CINEMA & CO., SWANSEA

Dark Valley/
Who Knows Didley/The
Autumn Killers

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 9TH

HANGAR 18, SWANSEA

American Horror
Story, Pub Quiz

MONDAY FEBRUARY 17TH

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

MONDAY FEBRUARY 10TH

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 19TH

The Three Tremors

Skiltron/ Ethereal Sin (Jpn)

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 22ND

Sam Lewis With Bonnie
Bishop

100% Old Skool / Melvo
Baptiste ( Glitterbox)
HANGAR 18, SWANSEA

MARCH
SUNDAY MARCH 1ST

SIN CITY, SWANSEA

Lastelle/ Defeatist

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 26TH

THE BUNKOUSE, SWANSEA

Bunkhouse Battle Of The
Bands 2020

WEDNESDAY MARCH 4TH

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

Bunkhouse Battle Of The
Bands 2020

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 27TH

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

Motel Thieves

FRIDAY MARCH 6TH

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 28TH

Li Harding And Gary
Phillips Band W Richard
Cottle –Swansea Jazz
THE GARAGE, SWANSEA

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

Bunkhouse Battle Of The
Bands

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 12TH

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

Heft: Saint Dave’s Free Rave

Bunkhouse Battle Of the
Bands 2020

Simon Spillett

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

THE GARAGE, SWANSEA

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 29TH

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 20TH

Larynx Live 3 / T Rev
Stereosonics

THE GARAGE

SIN CITY, SWANSEA

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

SIN CITY, SWANSEA

The Navarones Ska Band

Stray/ The Groundhogs

THE GARAGE, SWANSEA

SIN CITY, SWANSEA

SUNDAY MARCH 8TH

In With The Jellyfish/
Oblong
Jeff Hooper Band

Dydd Miswig Cymru:
HMS Morris, Cotton
Wolf, Rhodri Brooks
CINEMA & CO., SWANSEA
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 8TH

Wonkcraftes:
Zoro And Addicted

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

Jam Palace 001

CREATURE SOUND, SWANSEA
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Counterparts

Transgender Resistance
ELYSIUM BAR, SWANSEA
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 13TH

Evade Escape/ In The Cards

Griever/ The Oklahoma Kid
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 21ST

Myke Gray Ft Kim Jennet
HANGAR 18, SWANSEA

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

The Dirty Dead Present,
Indecent Exhibition

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 14TH

ELYSIUM BAR, SWANSEA

Bassline Presents:
Wilkinson

SIN CITY, SWANSEA, SWANSEA

Send dates to:
editor@
soundboardmagazine.co.uk

Dazed Persents: King Of
The Rollers And Inja
SIN CITY, SWANSEA

Swansea Music
Hub Presents:
Professor Elemental, followed by DWT DJ Night
CINEMA AND CO ., SWANSEA

Raithe Laurence

CINEMA AND CO ., SWANSEA
SATURDAY MARCH 7TH

Star Wars Pub Quiz
THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA
WEDNESDAY MARCH 11TH

Bunkhouse Battle Of The
Bands 2020
THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

SOUNDBOARD • FEBRUARY/MARCH 2020

FRIDAY MARCH 13TH

FRIDAY MARCH 27TH

HANGAR 18, SWANSEA

HANGAR 18, SWANSEA

SATURDAY MARCH 14TH

SATURDAY MARCH 28TH

The Wicked Jackals
Dirty Flamingos

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

Creature Comfort
A Gig For UN Anti Racist
Day (Hosted By Repeat)

Ion Maideb

Higher State
Of Trance

HANGAR 18, SWANSEA

Joanne Shaw Taylor
SIN CITY, SWANSEA

CREATURE SOUND, SWANSEA

A Heavy Night

WEDNESDAY MARCH 18TH

CROWLEYS ROCK BAR, S’SEA

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

This guide is correct at the
time of going to press. But you
all know that you should check
with the venue or performer
before travelling, right? Have
a great night!

Bunkhouse Battle Of The
Bands 2020
Ashestoangels/
A Night Like This

THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

Gary Potter

THE GARAGE, SWANSEA
FRIDAY MARCH 20TH

Attached Presents/
Mr Traumatik
HANGAR 18, SWANSEA

SATURDAY MARCH 21ST

Mom

HANGAR 18, SWANSEA

Celtic Pride

CROWLEYS ROCK BAR, S’SEA
WEDNESDAY MARCH 25TH

Bunkhouse Battle Of The
Bands 2020
THE BUNKHOUSE, SWANSEA

SUBSCRIBE!
For just £18 / year

SOUNDBOARD
MAGAZINE
delivered direct to
your letterbox

CONTACT:

editor@
soundboardmagazine.co.uk

SO WHILE I DON’T LIKE TO GOSSIP, I’M NOT TOO FOND
OF HEARSAY AND I’M UNDOUBTEDLY NOT A FAN OF HESAID-SHE-SAID... PULL UP A PEW (MOVES IN SLIGHTLY
CLOSER)...YOU’LL NEVER GUESS WHAT?!
We’re very lucky and excited to have heard some demos from
the new album by this month’s cover artist, SOUNDWIRE. If
you liked their first album, you’re gonna love this. With (working?) titles such as Feel The Dream and Satellite, these trippy,
psychedelic, pulsing tunes are sounding like a great follow-up
to their first – self-titled – album. The lads are still working on
this new one, for release soon we hope. Check out the piece on
them on Page 14.
Arts organisation WELSH CONNECTIONS has been constituted as a community interest company. Based in Swansea
they are currently working on projects with SWANSEA CITY
COUNCIL, PRS WALES, UWTSD, RACE COUNCIL CYMRU and
THE NATIONAL SOUND ARCHIVE and have formed their own
record label called SWND which released its first album in December. Their syndicated radio show which airs on stations in
Wales, England and the US has now been picked up in Canada,
and they’re talking with China, The Netherlands, Germany
and Australia.
JAMES OLIVER, formerly of GLAS, has now released his debut
album under THE JAMES OLIVER BAND name and has been
landing gigs with some of the top musicians in the country
as he continues his gruelling UK and European gig schedule.
TWANG is available direct from James’ FB page. You can also
keep up with his weekly podcasts on Facebook and YouTube.
Our sources tell us that DEATH MONKEY RECORDS has been
meeting with THE KICK JETTS, is there a possible collaboration
in the works we wonder?
Occasional SoundBoard Magazine writer TOM EMLYN is
working on a solo album, and also an album with his band
NEWS FROM NOWHERE, we’re excited for those.
New music is also coming from FELIX SUBWAY; and CRAZE
THE JACK is making a new album. Watch this space.
Do you have some Hot Gossip? Have you Heard it on the Grapevine?
Do you know any Rumours? Email us in confidence:
editor@soundboardmagazine.co.uk

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL SCENE, AND HELP US TO KEEP
PRODUCING SOUNDBOARD MAGAZINE.

ADVERTISE YOUR

music / gig / shop / venue

advertising@soundboardmagazine.co.uk
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CLOSE TO HOME

SWANSEA ON TOUR
The fluctuating health of the live music scene in Swansea over the years has been dictated
by many factors; none more so than the opening and closing of live music venues in the
area and the will-they-won’t-they problem of getting people out to see your gig.
Sarah Birch takes a look at what local bands are doing to remedy the situation.
WITH THE WORRY OF OVER SATURATING THE MARKET BY PLAYING
TOO OFTEN, AND NOT SEEING THE
AUDIENCES WE’D LIKE, EVERY TIME,
BANDS OF ALL TYPES HAVE LOOKED
TO OTHER PLACES TO PLAY, BE SEEN
AND HEARD AND FURTHER THEIR
REACH OR FAN BASE.
The pull of the shiny bright lights
of the Cardiff or Bristol scenes has
always been exciting and historically
quite difficult to get involved with,
where venues are less likely to take a
‘punt’ on an outside band if they’re
not bringing with them a bus load of
mates or (understandably) don’t yet
have a following in such places.
I am not in any way besmirching
the travelling bands who gig regularly out of Swansea in places like Llanelli and Neath, Brecon or Cardigan.
However it’s the draw of even further
afield, the brighter – slightly more
polluted – lights of that there London,
where we feel envy and awe in equal
measure when we hear of ‘our’ local
bands making it up to the The Dublin Castle in Camden or The Barfly, or
bagging a support slot with someone
slightly more well known. We reside
to remember when and where we saw
[insert band name here] because they
must be really going places, if they’re
playing in that there London.
Don’t get me wrong, while we
proudly revel in the successes of
our local scene and the incredible music that is being made here,
SoundBoard Magazine is all about
shouting: “LOOK WHAT WE HAVE IN
OUR NECK OF THE WOODS!”
The bands that are getting up off
their collective butts and travelling
off to more heady climbs are the ones
that will do the very best and let’s be
frank, while its incredibly fun to play
everywhere and anywhere, we are in
a world where traffic to our social media, streaming and music sites means
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everything, widening the reach is the
way to go. And while many bands
have done it, it just feels that in recent times and with the influx of
bright young things coming out of
Swansea recently, it’s becoming easier. Are people are taking notice?
It would be impertinent not to
mention the likes of Swansea Music Hub here and Richard Rose of
R*E*P*E*A*T, Creature Sound and
the like who are making firm connections in other parts of the world
bringing touring bands here, sending Swansea bands elsewhere. It’s
always been an issue from the other
side that everything stops at Cardiff
so it would be great to see this develop more.
With events like Fuel and Big in
2020, BBC Launchpad and showcases
such as Focus Wales, a whole host of
Swansea acts are being included much
more where once they/we felt overlooked. That’s not to say it couldn’t
improve even more.
Here are just some of our featured
bands who are currently – or have recently been – chucking their gear in
the back of a Ford Fiesta and jetting
up the M4:

KIKKER

The SoundBoard Magazine faves have
been playing regular support slots
of late at The Moon in our capital,
Cardiff. We highly recommend this
band. Their EP Freak Accident, released
just before Christmas, can be found
on Apple Music.

THE STRAY PURSUIT

These guys just released their latest
single I Don’t Know – which is available
on Spotify – and are getting some great
press and played a packed out Clwb
Ifor Bach, and Big in 2020 (at the same
venue) recently as well as their London
debut at The Dublin Castle in Camden.

BANDICOOT

Launchpad funding has played a crucial role in Bandicoot being able to
release their latest Welsh single Glaw
Ail Law (courtesy of Recordiau BICA
Records). Their recent limited edition
cassette-only album Second Hand Rain
can be bought from Bandcamp, check
out the video too. This lot are off to
Llangranog, Cardiff, Bristol and will
be supporting Richard Ashcroft soon.
They have student rail cards though
so I’m sure it’s easier.

APATHY AVENUE

Thanks to R*E*P*E*A*T*, they will be
off to Gloucester (in the pouring rain?)

PASTEL

Young rogues (see SoundBoard Magazine Issue#2) start their UK Spring
Tour in March and bugger off to London (Dublin Castle), Sheffield, Manchester, Liverpool, Bedford, Bristol
and Cardiff before a homecoming
show back in Swansea in April. That’s
the way to do it.
There are, I’m certain many, many
more of you bridging that M4 gap
(but I have a word count) so we’d
be interested to hear from you. Tell
us your accounts and experiences of
going on tour, trying to get gigs out
of Swansea. How easy is it to get in
touch with promoters, how have you
got the gigs you’ve got? Tell us about
events coming up, not just here but
further afield as well.
Let us know all this by emailing
editor@soundboardmagazine.co.uk
In the meantime, strap that guitar
to your back, book yourselves a train
ticket with a window seat (as long as
you don’t have to sell a kidney to do
it) and go knock on Clwb Ifor Bach’s
door. ‘Gis a gig Mister?
Unless you’re a drummer.
You’re designated driver butt! SB

THE BIGGER PICTURE
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As an American singer, musician and producer, Larry is best known as the founder of
Lookout Records, as well as being right hand man to Bad Religion frontman Brett Gurewitz,
at legendary punk label Epitaph Records. Here at Soundboard Magazine, Damian Harris
had the opportunity to speak with the man himself...
MUSIC SCENES CAN OFTEN SHARE
SIMILARITIES FROM TOWN TO
TOWN, REGION TO REGION. YOU
SEE THE SAME SORT OF PEOPLE, THE
SAME SORT OF VENUES, THE SAME
SORT OF MUSIC FANS, THE SAME
SORT OF BANDS. OBVIOUSLY THERE
ARE MANY MACRO-SCALE DIFFERENCES, HOWEVER, THERE IS AN AIR
OF FAMILIARITY WHEREVER YOU GO
AS A MUSICIAN.
That being said, if we look back
through the history and folklore of
modern music, there have been occasions where particular scenes and their
associated music styles or genres have
risen to the forefront and, in some instances, become an international phenomenon, whilst propelling many acts
from the area or scene to significant levels of success.
We only have to look back at Manchester in the late 1980s and early
1990s, or the Seattle grunge scene of
the same period, or the London/Manchester first-wave punk explosion, or
Motown and it’s disco-soul-funk fusion. Nobody knows for sure how these
phenomenon happen, but, more often
than not, from the outside they ap-

pear to happen overnight. As though
the planets aligned just for a moment
which sets off a chain reaction.
Those involved though will say it’s
very much not like this. Creating the
foundations for a scene to take off in a
big way has a number of contributing
variables. None more important than the
work put in by those on the front lines
and in the trenches of the scenes, promoting and supporting the local talent.
One scene in particular which rose to
international prominence in the early to
mid 1990s is the San Francisco Bay Area
punk scene, which started in Berkeley.
Now, Berkeley is quite a historic city
when it comes to sociopolitics and culture. For example, enter ‘Berkeley Riots’
in to Google and you get a choice of
years. And this social anguish and environment can often feed a scene. It can
be a driving force for those with a passion for social change and creativity.
Many a documentary, book and
legend has been written about the
Berkeley punk scene of this period
and of 924 Gilman Street, the youth
club that the punk bands of the area
called ‘home’. But it’s difficult to tell
what’s fact and what’s folklore. How-

ever, one person who could clarify a
few things would be Larry Livermore.
Larry started out as the frontman/guitarist of Berkeley punk band, The Lookouts and was a very active member of
the local scene, firstly writing and publishing his own fanzines for the scene
and then expanding into recording
some of the acts he really liked on his
tiny ‘record label’, Lookout Records, both
of which he did from his own rented
bedsit in the city.
Eventually, he would go on to sign acts
such as Operation Ivy, Skankin’ Pickle, and
also Green Day, whose albums he recorded and produced up until they signed to
Warner/Reprise in late 1993.
After stepping down from Lookout Records, and subsequently being procured
by Epitaph Records (punk label set up by
Bad Religion guitarist, Brett Gurewitz and
home to most of the punk bands you can
think of), Larry published two books –
the most recent being titled, How To Ru(i)
n A Record Label – and now does the occasional spoken word tour, talking about
the Berkeley scene and his time in it.
I managed to catch up with Larry last
week and he was kind enough to answer a few questions...
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THE BIGGER PICTURE
DH: You are considered by some to
have been a key figure in the Bay
Area music scene, helping propel
the likes of Operation Ivy, Rancid and
Green Day down the road to their virtual legendary statuses, in the early
days with Lookout Records. Along
with your involvement in fanzines,
the label, etc, you clearly had a passion for the music coming out of the
area during that period. Tell us a little
about your time in the scene in the
late 1980s and early 1990s and your
experiences.
LL: I realise that people will be most
interested in that specific period, but
for me it’s impossible to view it as
separate from the many years that
preceded it, both on and off the music scene, because the attitudes and
beliefs that came into play with the
beginning of Gilman Street and Lookout Records had been building for a
long time, based on my own experiences and those of others, as well as
the peculiar environment of the San
Francisco Bay Area.
Long before I arrived in Berkeley
in 1968, that region had a history of
activism and creativity, both in politics and the arts, and I think it was
impossible to live, let alone grow up
there without being affected by it.
To many of the young musicians involved with our Gilman Street scene,
the protests and riots of the 1960s
were ancient history, in most cases
having taken place before they were
born, but the area was steeped in a defiant and indomitable spirit that can’t
have helped but percolate down to
the next generations.
A local radio station with a radical
bent had a newscaster who signed off
his broadcast each night with, “And
if you don’t like today’s news, folks, go
out and make some of your own.” It was
that sort of spirit, I’m pretty sure, that
prompted us to build our own clubs
and start our own record labels and
magazines rather than wait for someone to come discover our scene and do
it for us, and I think that determination and resilience shone through in
the music, which I think resonated
with young – and not so young – people all over the world who’d been looking for something new and exciting.
DH: What drove you to set up your
own label and what pitfalls or spanners in the works did you encounter
along the way?
LL: As I’ve said many times, there
wasn’t really anything more to it than
the fact that most of the music I was
hearing on the radio and seeing in the
shops felt like rubbish to me, and I became convinced that if I wanted good
records, I was going to have to make
them myself. That combined with the
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fact that my friends at Gilman and
around the Bay Area were – at least
in my opinion – making better music
than most of what was coming out on
the big labels made it a matter of simple common sense to start my own
label. Granted, that common sense
wasn’t apparent to most other people.
Almost nobody, not even most of the
locals, not even some of the people in
bands who were on the early Lookout
releases, took the label that seriously
at first. That might sound like a difficulty, but it was actually a blessing in
disguise, because being able to grow
in relative obscurity for the first couple years made it possible to develop
a strong foundation before we’d attracted enough notice to be the target
of typical music industry bullshit.
Part of what caused us to be perceived that way was that, even after

“A local radio station
with a radical bent
had a newscaster
who signed off his
broadcast each night
with, “And if you
don’t like today’s
news, folks, go out
and make some of
your own.”
we’d begun selling more than a million records annually, we were still
running the label out of my tiny bedsit. I once tried to rent a larger room,
but when the landlord asked my
source of income and I told him the
size of Lookout’s annual earnings, he
said: “Please don’t take me for an idiot.
There’s no way you could be running an
operation that size out of that dumpy little room.” And I didn’t get the room,
of course, but once again, we benefited from running the label that way on
a couple different fronts: one, no one
saw as a threat or a competitor, we
were just those goofy guys running a
pretend label out of a bedsit; and two,
we saved an incredible amount of
money by not plumping for fancy offices and all the accoutrements you’d
expect of a label our size, money
which we were instead able to use to
produce more and better records.
DH: Folklore has a few tales relating to you; now, not everyone will
be aware that you are the person
responsible for christening Tre Cool
with the name Tre Cool; or that when
he first started playing with your

band, The Lookouts, that he wasn’t allowed to use cymbals in band practice apart from on special occasions;
or that when you signed a teenage
Green Day to Lookout Records, you
made them drive hundreds of miles
to an audition in a shack in the rain;
how much of these stories is factual?
LL: Some is folklore, other stories
were simply made up by a lazy mainstream press. Tre was already named
Tre when I first knew him as a child
because he was the third Frank in his
family, so all I did was add the ‘Cool’,
making it a play on the French ‘très
cool’, which I’ll have to admit not
everyone in our mountain community picked up on right away.
The cymbal story is only partially
true. When I started practicing with
him, he was only twelve, and like
most twelve year olds, tended to get
a little rambunctious, so in order to
get him focussed on the most essential
task of a drummer, keeping a beat, I
started him out with just a snare and
kick drum, gradually adding other
components as he got better, which he
did, quite rapidly. By the time we started playing gigs and recording a demo
tape, he was playing with a full kit.
That story about the ‘audition’
however, is really tiresome, because I
keep hearing it but it’s just not true.
For one thing, I never made any band
audition. Typically I’d see a gig, notice that one of the bands had something special, and then afterwards, instead of simply saying: “Well done” or
“Good show”, I’d say: “Would you like
to make a record?” That was one of the
perks of having a record label. The
only part of the “hundreds of miles
to a shack in the rain” – it was only
150 miles, and there was more snow
than rain – story that is true is basically the distance and the weather.
But they weren’t coming to audition,
in fact I’d never even met Billie and
Mike before.
The band was still known as Sweet
Children at the time, October or November 1988. This was only their
third or fourth gig ever, and the idea
of offering them a record deal was
the last thing on my mind. Immediately after they finished playing,
I offered Billie the chance to make a
record. During their 20 or 30 minute
set, I’d quickly concluded that they
were worthy successors to The Beatles.
The record, a seven-inch called 1,000
Hours didn’t come out until the following spring, by which time they’d
changed their name to Green Day and
were beginning to develop a little bit
of a following.
It didn’t even sell a lot of first, because they were a little cleaner and
poppier sounding than most Gilman
bands, but things picked up for them
after a while. But once again, no audi-
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tion. They just came to play a show
with us and walked away with a verbal record deal.
DH: Did you think during that audition or working with them on their
first EPs and album that they would
ever become the international stadium-filling success they have?
LL: NOT an audition! But during that
first show, for the five kids sitting on
the floor of that cabin by candlelight
– a generator powered the band –
I had no doubt of it. I said to myself
midway through their set: “This could
be the Beatles playing at Shea Stadium”.
DH: Are there any occasions where
you had an opportunity to work with a
band and turned it down, which you regret? If so, which are most memorable?

vibrant, or was it more a bundle of division and clique-like? Or did any sort
of division in the scene make smaller
groups within the scene unify and
strengthen? Obviously we all know
a little about Gillman Street, but was
the whole scene like that, or did places like Gillman exist as a result of divisions within a multi-genred scene?
LL: I’ve been involved with a number of scenes, political and cultural as
well as musical, and one thing they
nearly always have in common is that
at the beginning petty differences are
set aside or overlooked, and there’s a
general sense of unity arising out of
people’s joy at seeing their common
efforts bear fruit. I saw that happen
in the 1960s, when for a couple of
years the countercultural lifestyle
rebels – the hippies, pot-smokers,

LL: Yes and no. It wasn’t so much a
question of turning a band down,
as of not pursuing it avidly enough.
By the 90s, the whole scene had become so much more commercialised
that there had begun to be competition among the various labels to sign
new bands, something which I wasn’t
that interested in. Some of the bands
that theoretically could have been on
Lookout included AFI, The Offspring,
and Rancid. The only one that really
stings is Rancid, because of course
we’d worked with two of the members during the Operation Ivy era. So
yeah, we could have sold a few million more records with those bands,
but how’s the saying go? “More money, more problems”?

“The one thing I
always want to tell
younger people,
especially younger
people who’ve
become fascinated
with our scene of 30
years ago:
“History doesn’t
repeat, it rhymes.”

DH: Did you ever think when writing
the fanzines and during the early years
of Lookout Records that in 30-odd years
your home music scene would have
such historic international significance?

and LSD takers, not to generalise too
much – were able to join forces with
the political types of the New Left,
mostly based in Berkeley, whereas
the hippies at that time favoured
San Francisco, long enough to create a powerful political and cultural
movement which included both the
massive protests against the Vietnam
War and the be-ins and rock festivals
like Woodstock.
But by the end of the 60s, it all
unravelled, and similarly, factions
began emerging with the Gilman
scene, where some of the punks
wanted to follow the more traditional British crustcore scene, others
wanted to be artsy or avant-garde,
still others just wanted to have fun
and play simple pop tunes, and yet
another group wanted to go out
and fight the skinheads or the cops
or whoever else was available. It’s
not as though real enmities were
formed, but people did drift apart. I
think that sort of entropy, if that’s
the right word, is inevitable in all social interactions, particularly when a
large group of differently-tempered
creatives are involved.

LL: Oddly enough, yes. Not so much,
though, about what our ‘legacy’ or
‘place in history’ might be, there was
too much going on at the moment
to think that far into the future. But
I had a very strong hunch, almost a
quiet certainty, really, that what we
were doing was important and that
these bands and the scene they’d
come out of were going to have a major impact.
I think because of being older than
most of the people involved, I had
a sense of perspective that the kids
might have lacked, but also, I’d had
the privilege of seeing another homegrown music scene, that of Motown
Records in my birthplace of Detroit,
grow from humble beginnings into
an international sensation, so I recognized some of the same signs.
DH: When you think back to those
days, was the scene very unified and

DH: Do you have any advice for musicians, people who may want to
set up an independent label or anything along those lines? We know the
world is different now with the developments of social media and other technologies, but principles can
often be fixed. So from what you’ve
experienced, what can you advise
people who are part of a struggling
music scene?
LL: The one thing I always want to
tell younger people, especially younger people who’ve become fascinated
with our scene of 30 years ago: “History doesn’t repeat, it rhymes.”
While I appreciate the attention
and respect, I find it a little disheartening when kids try to replicate the
style and aesthetics of the East Bay
scene. Yeah, sure, draw on it for influences, there are many fine things
to be influenced by. But in the same
way that our scene didn’t achieve
prominence by trying to copy everything from what bands and scenesters had done 30 years before us
– which would have had us copying
the sounds of the late 50s/early 60s – I
don’t expect too much to come out of
a bunch of young people today trying
to blindly copy what we did.
I mean, sure, it can be a lot of fun to
dress up and try to recreate ‘the good
old days’, but only as a party trick or
for some special occasion. Times and
styles have moved on, and if you’re
stuck in 1987 or 1992, you’re probably going to be playing for a very
small audience, and an unsustainable one as well, unless you do the
full-fledged retro-nostalgia trip that
many old punk bands do these days,
playing in commercial venues for audiences of 40, 50, and 60-somethings
who’ve grown old with them. But I
don’t that’s the kind of music scene
you’re speaking about.
Definitely I’d say take full advantage of the social media and supercheap recording technology. You can
make a great-sounding record today
for considerably less than it cost us
to make a mediocre-sounding one
back then, and maybe recognise that
thanks to the changing cultural landscape, a scene no longer necessarily
has to physically anchored in one
specific place. Always be open to new
ideas and new ways of looking at the
world; figure out what you have to
say. It’s all right to admit that at the
moment you’re not quite sure what
that it is, too, and once you know
what it is, use all available means to
sing, shout, yell, play it to anyone
and everyone in the world that you
possibly can. They’ll let you know
soon enough if they want to hear it.
Larry Livermore was
talking to Damian Harris
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ROB IS AN EXPERIENCED
HOROSCOPIST AND
ASTROLOGER.

He has worked with many
celebrities, such as the guy with
the glasses off those Halifax
adverts, Ryan Giggs’ sister and
Hunter from Gladiators.

ARIES

The look at the
fucking mess in here
Things will go great for you all week.
Until Saturday. Saturday is bad. No,
like really bad. I can’t even bring
myself to write it. All I can say is that
it involves a de-shelled turtle, a roll
of duct tape and some drills. Ew.
Your lucky hiker is hitch.

TAURUS

The Batman (the rubbish one)
You won’t go to Denmark this week.
However, you will find a
missing spoon on Thursday.
So not all bad news.
Your lucky word that someone can write
just by thumping their keyboard is “bcfg
kjmjhngvb sda nnhn”.

GEMINI

The Gemini
You will suffer from OCD on
Wednesday. The only thing that
eases your anxieties is watching
snooker on rewind.
Your lucky mo is eski.

CANCER

The tin at the back of the
cupboard without a label
Brilliant news this week. you find out
that not EVERYONE hates your
fucking guts. You discover that
someone in work merely thinks you
are a bit of a cunt.
Your lucky noise is that swooshing noise
on Homes Under The Hammer when they
reveal housing improvements.
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LEO

CAPRICORN

That bloke off the matrix who
says: “How can you talk when you
haven’t got a mouth?”
Unfortunately you will miss a bus on
Friday. It’s unfortunate because you
were driving your car and instead of
missing the bus you plough through
a retirement home killing all the people who live there (including all the
staff). Good news though,
you come out of the accident
with “minor bruising”.
Your lucky girl is the
one with a dragon tattoo.

The lying fucking cat that
tries to trick you that
they haven’t been fed
OMG! FUCKING HELL! WOAH! Are
just some of the words directed at
you when you go out on Friday. You
are a bit confused by this, but when
you get home you realise you have
suddenly grown a beard exactly the
same shape as St Paul’s Cathedral.
Fucking hipster.
Your lucky clog is clever.

VIRGO

That silly noise Hannibal Lecter
does when he is talking about
wine or something
You get thrown out of your local newsagents on Thursday. It
wasn’t even your fault. You only
wanted a top-up voucher for
your mobile phone but instead
of saying: “can I have a twenty
pound top-up on Vodafone” you
accidentally say: “you big nosed
twat. Your kids smell like tramp
sick and your wife is having an
affair with EVERYONE. Vodafone”. It’s such an easy mistake.
Unlucky.
Your lucky red is simply.

The Chinese hamster
Lo and behold, you find a pen
tomorrow. You lucky, lucky bastard.
And its half full of ink. It’s a red one.
You would’ve preferred a blue one.
You ungrateful twat.
Your lucky death is choke.

LIBRA
Nothing

SCORPIO

The domino with four dots one
side and three dots on
the other side
You get a promotion in work this
week. You get promoted from that
person that is a bit fucking useless to
that person who does some fucking
work sometimes.
Your lucky and symbol is &.

SAGITTARIUS

The frayed rug
Everything happens to you on
Sunday. I never even knew that was
possible. Good luck with that one.
I would wear appropriate clothing,
whatever that is.
Your lucky plunk is ker.

AQUARIUS

PISCES

The tree blowing in the wind
pretending to be a child in a
drama lesson
You finally buy one of those really
expensive Yankee Candles, in the
vain hope it will improve your life.
It doesn’t.
Your lucky room is mush.

There you go,
the spirits have spoken

oooooooooooooooh!

THE LOAD-OUT
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DAME OF THRONES
Keith Williams

THIRTY YEARS AGO, I STARTED TO MAKE MY OWN
CHRISTMAS CARDS. THE FIRST ONE FEATURED A PHOTO-BOOTH PIC OF MYSELF WEARING MY MOTHER’S
WIG, JEWELLERY AND A PURPLE ‘70S FROCK. IT WAS
ENTITLED ‘MARY CHRISTMAS’.
The most recent one was shot on a beach in Goa, India
this time wearing a santa hat, smoking a joint and sipping
a salty margarita.
Thirty years of dressing up, dressing down, taking that
santa hat to exotic locations worldwide and coming up
with as many bad puns as I could. One year I even shot
a video starring myself as Borad Da interviewing people
on the streets as to what they thought of Christmas in
my home town of Neath, South Wales. 16,000 hits on
YouTube persuaded Borad Da to embark on a world tour
where he asked Welsh-themed questions to unsuspecting
passers-by in the Austrian Alps, Rome, Hollywood and the
foothills of the Himalayas.
Why bother, you wonder. Why not just buy a pack of
discount cards at the local market? Cheap, glittery and
much more seasonal than I’d ever come up with.
Because I thought it’d be more fun to print my own
cards or shoot my own videos instead of posting an effortless “Merry Xmas”, dispassionately on Facebook.
Achieving such an annual goal, it should be noted,
didn’t come easy. The concept for the next card usually
didn’t materialise until a few nerve-shredding weeks before
Christmas which then meant a mad dash to get it shot,
printed and posted in time, many to foreign locations.
Exceptions came about when the opportunity arose to
visit another country generally for work purposes. Down
from the attic would come the santa hat – one of many I
once found in a dumpster behind Boots – and off we’d go,
always on the look out for some location or situation that
would provide the concept for the next card.
Over the years, such places included a hotel room in
New York during a heatwave where I lay in my underpants
on the bed, santa hat crookedly askew; the back garden
of a film director’s house in Munich where photos were
taken of me wearing a Bavarian wig and itchy lederhosen
for a calender which served as a card for everyone that
year; and not forgetting on my first visit to India I hoped
to dress up with garlands of flowers and beads as Tibette
Midler, but since no-one under forty had heard of Bette
Midler, my persona swiftly changed to that of Guru Orson.
On a few occasions I’ve thought of giving it up, but
then when you least expect it, an idea pops up so exciting
there’s no way you can cast it aside and forget about it.
One summer a friend and myself visited one of those
fantasy-con things at Margam Abbey. Wandering past a
RoboCop or two, we reached the main staircase inside and
looked up to see something that took our breath away.
Standing on the top step was the throne from the TV series Game of Thrones. And the same thought hit my friend
as it hit me: “Oh My God, that’d be perfect for one of the
Christmas cards. But what?”
It was Tim, the friend I was with, who blurted out “Dame
of Thrones!”
Instant concept. The card should feature a pantomime
dame seated in all her glory there, looking like my mother.
But how?

On investigation, it was discovered the throne we’d seen
was a replica and travelled constantly across the country
to feature at similar fairs and cons. So that was out. And
where on earth would you get a pantomime frock from,
complete with wig?
In the centre of Neath lies the Gwyn Hall. Once the
haunt of local amateur musical societies belting out “Hello Dolly”, it now boasts three digital cinema screens as
well as providing a venue for touring bands, celebrities
and those local dramatic societies.
But what’s best about the place are the people who work
there. Friendly, enthusiastic and helpful. In particular, a
gentleman by the name of James who also serves as the
resident drag queen in the pantomimes the Gwyn Hall
puts on each year.
Can you see where this is going?
James not only ended up providing his grand dame costume from the pantomime just gone, but sat me on a stool
against a white screen upstairs, took a shot of me in drag
complete with turquoise wig, then photo-shopped that
image into a downloaded pic of the throne itself where it
looked like I was seated.
Making that card was like making a mini-movie. Needing the help of others, planning and co-ordinating everything, actually realising an idea that initially seemed
impossible to achieve.
This coming year? A bit early right now (unless a foreign trip
beckons) but resting against the fireplace in the front room
downstairs is a ukelele I was given on my last birthday. Should
anyone out there care to teach me how to play the damn thing,
who knows, the next card might even be an audio file. KW
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